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San Hernardino, Cal., May 14.
That the interstate commerce com
mission Is to make a thorough lnves
tigation of the Southern Pacific wreck
at Colton several weeks ago, )n
people lost their
which twenty-fou- r
lives, is indicated by the receipt by
Coroner Van Wie of a communica
tion from Secretary Edward A. Mos
ley, of the commission, asking that a
certified copy of the testimony taken
at the coroner's inquest be forward
ed at once.
"W'e note it is charged that the
company supplied to the Italian passengers cars that were unfit for service.
We wish to have all possible
light on this subject; also to know all
surrounding tha
circumstances
the
wreck," says the secretary's message

ROBBED BANK
WITHOUT DYNAMITE
Jl'ST OPIAKi) VAILT

And the

Mukden, May 14. The repeated
promises made liy the Japanese government for the past three years to
return to China property appropriated through the exigencies of the recent war are still unfilled, and in
China Is expressing much
indignation at what Is considered a
gross breach of faith.
Japan's pretext is that China, failed
to observe the laws of neutrality In
allowing Russia to occupy buildings,
mines and land. This excuse, however. Is not considered an honest one
because Japan Is fully aware of
China's helplessness to enforce neutrality with Russia, while Japan, in
regard to the abuse of neutrality, is
considered equally as guilty.
Dying, Signs 2S Diplomas.
Minneapolis, Minn., May 14. Geo.
Sverdrup, professor of theology In
Augsburg seminary since 1874. died
in the presence of his wife of paralysis of the heart. With wavering hand
he signed his name to twenty-eigdiplomas of students who were to
graduate at night. He was a master of Semitic languages, having
studied at Christiania, Paris, Berlin and Leipslc.
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Francisco. May 14. With
he selection
yesterdiy after- - 4
noon of Henry A. Eulei, a box f
manufacturer,
the lat of the
twelve men conipt lsing the Jury 4
to try
Abraham
Kuef on a
charge of extortion, was secured. A
It h.is taken nearlv two months 4
to .secure a jury. This afternoon
uhen the case is called physi- - t
testify an to whether
cians
Kuef is in a physical condition
to stand the slr im of a trail.
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I'aso. May 14 Josaflna
Garcia, a native girl. 17 years of
age, narrowly escaped a horrible
death by fire on an El Paso
car yesterday. Toma..i Flore,
another girl, was badly Injured
by Jumping from the car, and
Conductor A. A. Funk was badly
burned about the hands In extinguishing the flames of the
Garcia girl's burning dress. The
car was filled with school children. The Garcia girl accidentally stepped on a match, which
ignited and set lire to her
skirts. The breeze from the
w indow fanned the flames
and In
a short older the girl was wrapped in a sheet of tire. In the excitement some of the passengers
Jumped from the moving car.
Conductor Funk rushed to the
burning girl as fast as he could
squeeze through
tile frantic
crowd ami thtew hi.-- cat uround
her. The gui broke loose, but
the conductor caught hold of her
and held her to the floor. He
tore the burning garments from
her body uud this prompt action
saved the girl's life.
El

KAISER WILHELM

Groom's Life Has Been a Tragedy
of Poverty and Riches In
Six Chapters.

Kansas City Court Levies
Fine of J28.000 for Violation of State Law.
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Santa
coaches
ers and
baggage

Sad

New York. May 14. William Ellis
Corey, president of the United States
.wteel corporation,
and Mrs. Corey,

Raruara. Cal., May 11. Two
tilled with mourning Shrln

e
victims of the Honda disaster.
The coaches formed a funeral tra'n
which left at 10:40 o'clock this morn-ing- .
Most of the dead are from
Reading, Pa.
Eleven dead at Sail
Luis Obispo were also taken aboard
the train.
The train was draped in black and
white. The caskets of the dead were
hidden under huge banks of flowers,
Fent to the Shriners by nearly every
person In Santa Barbara who possessed a flower garden.
SiiMie a Sad One.
The scene as the train pulled out
of the Rtatlon was one which brought
tears to the eyes of the several hundred local Shriners and citizens gathered at the depot.
It was in such contrast to the hilarity of the Shrlners who came to California but a few days ago.
Then there were banners waving,
rfftnds playing and laughter and good
cheer on all sides.
Aboard the funeral train were rela.
tlves of the dead In the coach ahead,
and friends and acquaintances with
whom the dead Shrlners had but a
few days previously mingled on a
holiday trip.
Nearly every person aboard
the
Iraln wore black, with crepe upon
their hats or encircling the arm.
Flowers in Wagon Iliads.
The people of Santa Barbara sent
hundreds of dollars worth of beautiful flowers to the station and these
were piled high over the caskets, entirely shrouding them from view.
The flowers arrived at the train by
wagon loads.
Large quantities of
blooms were packed and shipped to
the homes of the deceased Shrlners
in the east for use at the burial ceremonies.
twenty-on-

M

II. APPLICATION.
Progress of an ambitious youth. W".
E. Corey, happily married, practices
self-helstudies steel In laboratory,
where he's helper, and gets better
Job In Carnegie works at Homestead,
Pa. At 21 Is superintendent of the
armor plant. Already rival of Charley
Schwab and close on his footsteps.
Carnegie picks him as one of his
young men, the crop of future Pittsburg millionaires. Cp, up up through
the Carnegie works and then the
United States Steel corporation. Laura
loving wife and mother of his child
cheers him on.

Ill REALIZATION.
The Coreys at home In a palace.
Laura, now matron in prime of life,
Bees her highest hopes and confidence
in Ellis confirmed. Corey considered
most solid man in the great steel
trust model of men, well made because
Written up In magazine article us having "no fad except
his love for home." Sensation In steel
trust. Charley Schwab, after cutting
swath, compelled to relre from presidency. Corey to hold reins Corey,
the steady, the domestic. Another
stir. Corey at 35 becomes actual head
of the trust, salary $50,000 a year.
A safe man this, a hard head, a man
with no nonsense about him and devoted to a fine wife at home, a wife
who helped make him.
self-mad- e.
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The first ot a number oi improve'
mcnts which the Albuquerque Traction company has planned for 107
will be the construction of a crossover track from Railroad avenue to
Gold avenue, on Weeond street, connecting the line of the lumber mill
division with the tracks of the Bar-ela- s
line. The actual work on this
spur will be sturted tomorrow morning and will be In charge of the manager of the electric line.
The new line Is expected to be completed within a few days.
The lumber mill cars will then continue south
on Second street to Barelas.
The
old town cars will run due east on
Railroad avenue to a point between
First street and the Santa Fe tracks.
As soon as the Second street spur is
finished the switch on First street
and the track on Gold avenue will
be torn up.
W ill Build Lino to I nlvcrslty.
When the Santa Fe railway moves
all of Its switch tracks to the lower
yards and the possibilities of further
delays at the tracks are eliminated,
the traction company will begin the
extension of the Railroad avenue Hue
to the Highlands, with the university
as its terminus.
Jn talking about
ine improvements. Manager cnau-bur- n
said this morning:
"Our purpose Is to have two cross-tow- n
lines, one running
from tic.'
American lumber mills on the north
to Barelas on the south, and the old
town line on the west to the Highlands on the east.
"Then another way In which thj
Second street spur will help us Is In
eliminating three unnecessary curves
at First and Railroad, First and
Gold and Second and Gold.
One
curve reduces the power considerably.
straight
line from New York
With a
avenue to Coal avenue on Second
street, It will save us money and
make better time between the two
terminals.
Much DcH'iids on Railway.
"It Is our intention to extend the
old town line to the Highlands, but
that will depends upon how soon the
railway company removes Its uptown yards.
The work may be
started next week, but delay is probable. With two cross-tow- n
lines in
operation we will have two cars on
serveach division, and a
ice will be In operation."
Regarding the work of removing
the Santa Fe yards to the south end
of the city. Manager A. F. Graham,
fit the telephone company, said this
morning:
"We are stringing up new wires in
that neighborhood, for our 'phones gj
wherever there Is a demand for
them.
The yards will be thrown
open for use within a month.
'Ii
yards will mean much to the Highland district, for heretofore the daily
blockade at the tracks has kept the
Highlands in the background. With
a street car line out in that neighborhood it will rapidly come to the
front."
The Albuquerque Traction company realizes that it lias the good
will of the city of Albuquerque.
Within the last two months, slice
the talk of the Highland line has
been going the rounds, a host of local
residents have moved to that section
of the city. Different local real es
tate firms have made large Investments there, and from all indications
tiie Highlands will soon be a handsome part of Albuquerque.
Tea 'I "anting Kills :xm-i-i- .
New Yolk. May 14. Isaac McGay,
an examiner of teas at the appraiser's
stores since June, 18D0, died recently
s.
at his home, 24 Highland place,
aged 61 years.
Mr. McGay had been ill a lare
part of the present year, and hid
been in poor health for some years.
His death was regarded at the public stores as being due in large part
to his calling.
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LUMBER MILL, CARS
STRAIGHT TO BARELAS

EXALTATION.

hold. They return bride and groom.
Start housekeeping In a four-roocottage.
Ellis earns their bread at
a day Job at the Edgar Thomson
tl
works. Happy as two turtle doves.
Young wife works hard all day and
young
greets with kiss sooty-face- d
buck returning with empty dinner
pall. Hands her pay envelope every
Saturday night. Wife gets legacy of
Buys first
a few hundred dollars.
custom made suit of clohes for Ellis.
In
Also a little house of their own.
love with her? Well, there's a story
that he wanted to die because she was
very ill.

1

Kansas City, May 14. Walter A.
Powell, Judge of the circuit court at
Independence. Mo., today assessed
fines aggregalng 2S.00Q against three
Kansas City Ice companies, which on
April 30, last, he declared guilty of
maintaining a pool to keep up the
price of ice and to restrain the manuarticle, in violation of
facture of that
the state's anti-tru- st
law.
Later Judge Powell ordered that
the Charles People's Ice, Storage and
Fuel company be forfeited and that
the concern be ousted from the state.
The attorneys for the People's company announced that an appeal would
be taken.
Department I'mlcr New Commander.
San Antonio, Texas, May 14. Brig.
Gen. A. L. Meyer yesterday took com
mand of the Department of Texa.
relieving Col. W. R. Hoyt. who had
temporary command of the depart
ment since the promotion of Gen. W.

tar
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Starts Tomorrow.

Social flurry among the plain people of Braddock. Pa. Young Will Ellis Corey runs away with pretty Ijiura
Cook, member of his mother's house-

4
May
.
J. C.
V
INFATUATION.
Cameron, an agt-man, unmarried,
Sjil.il stir in New York. Magawho for the past few months has zine
of Malielle Gilmati. actbeen In the employ of Grltllth & Swl-g- ress, picture
in her Paris boudoir. Very int as tiheepherder on the plains ea.-iteresting
viewdramatic
from
of CarUbad. was brought to this city point. But what'sa this?
of a
to have an operation performed on man on an easel. Ha, ha! Piioto
the
hi-- i
foot, which was frozen durinj man? Phew! Looks like W. who's
Corey,
E.
the storm which swept over the eoun- - president of the I'. S. S. corporation.
try two weeks ago.
Get a magnifying glass,
it's he. It's
He was expored to file storm for he!
old rumor r.'called. Estrangeabout luelvi' hours and had the to s ment in ttie magnificent Corey home,
of his left foot and a portion of the in Pittsburg.
Mrs. Corey out in Netuol frozen.
The injured member vada to get a divorce. Corey will not
as amputated by a local physician. I
divorce. Straight laced rela- -
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Active Construction Work for
Intersection of City
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RELAXATION.
At zenith of career, W. E. Corey unbends. Sighs for New York. Talks
of residence there. Halts In the mad
race for wealth and prestige to look
HAS TOES FROZEN;
around. Show In town. "The Mocking Bird," musical comedy. Bunch of
steel set attend. Mabella Gllman, star
FOOT AMPUTATED In show, gay, you'hful.
Well, such
things happen. An Introduction. Dinner after the show. Swimming party
at a natutorluin. A Pittsburg func.1. c.
sin i
itoi i;. tion. Millionaire cutting loose. Yip!
HtTIM OF STORM IN Till;
Wives at home. Laura, the cherished
AKOItAK IH
In the days of old, one of them,
;u"i.
Curl-ba-

-

whose wedding occurred at the Hot;l
Gotham at 1:30 o'clock this morning, left the hotel a half hour latar ity!
for Hoboken, where they boarded the
steamer Kaiser William II, on which
they sail for Europe today.
n their arrival In Europe they HIGHLANDS
WILL SOON
will go directly to the Chatteau Vllle- of Paris,
eenls. on the outskirts
where they will reside until the mid
dle of July.
HAVE
A
CAR
The chateau, which Is the finest In
France, was a wedding present of
Corey to his bride and was given her
last night Just before the wedding.
LINE
Its value Is said to be about J1.000,-00-

m

their wives, accompanies the
car bearing the caskets of

One Plant Forfeited and Business
Ordered Driven From
Missouri.

m

The wedding took place early this
morning to avoid the 13th of the
month. The ceremony was performed by the Rev. J. L. Clark, a Congregational minister of Brooklyn.
Mr. Corey's parents and twenty-Iiv- ?
the
other relatives and Itiends of cerebride and groom witnessed the
mony and were also at a dinner
which preceded the wedding.
Corej'a. Wonderful Llfo.
Before the steer ""..aencte entered
the finest stateroom on the Kaiser
wife. If
Wllhelm with his show-gihe had wanted to, he could have remembered a day when he would hav
had to take his bride to the steerage
deck had he cared to take a honeyCalifornia With Bodies of
moon trip.
The contrast between tho marriage
Shrlners Killed in Wreck.
in the Gotham hotel lust night, with
a dinner costing $50 a plate, anJ
Will Corey's first marriage is not paralleled even by the threadbare conCOACHES DRAPED IN
trast of night and day.
The life of Corey has been romanHis history reads like a novel,
tic.
and may be briefly told in six chapBLACK AND WHITE ters,
as follows:

Russian Is the Cause Relatives and Friends In
Trip to Homes In Eastof the Whole
ern States.
Trouble.

IGNITES EL

Chicago, May 4. A recurrence of
yesterday's frenzied excitement characterised the initial transactions on
the board of trade today, but the
opening quotations showed a much
narrower margin than did the tirst
quotations of the previous session.
The tendency at the start was upward, but enormous realizing of (wiles
quickly carried the prices down from
one to three cents.

BURIED

THE

1

OF TOPF.KA INSTITVTION AN II
SWIPED $10,000.
Toneka. Kan.. May 14. The of
ficials of the Citizen's Bank of North
Topeka admitted today that the safe
had been entered some time between
Saturday
night last and Monday
morning, and robbed of $10,000, half
In gold and half in currency.
No
explosive was used, but the safe com
Suspicious
blnations were worked.
circumstances surround the robbery
the
and
bank officials look for a fen
MATCH
sational arrest in a few days.

SECUREJEUFF

I

com

commkkce
ivterstatf.
mission' will look

TRADE
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tlves of Corey In Braddock astonished
and outraged.
Corey Imperturbable.
Old wife too
VI THE TERMINATION
Fifth avenue, New York, palace
rented by W. E. Corey, steel magnate,
for "Mr. end Mrs. Corey." Not for
Laura.
Laura has gotten
divorce,
is in the discard.
liura
Bride Is
Mahelle Oilman, the butterfly, the
"little playmate," more "suited to his
station in life." Mansion full of carvings and art treasures and regal decorations.
Mansion for the cooing
doves a contrast to the four-rooframe cottage
In
Braddock,
Pa.,
w here nearly a score
of years ago
bright faced little wife waited the
her
grimy husband's coming, and gave
him the priceless kiss of a first love.
This Is the glamor; the other was the
real thing, but, oh, so
And such are the uses of prosper-
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THK FIRST MRS. COREY AND THE HOME IV BRADDOCK. WHERE
PA,D W- K- 'OREV AND HIS FAITH7VL,
MSE.Yii,lIIU,'ii!'-VKLSTARTED IX LIFE TOGETHER, LOVERS.
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DOWN AND

STATE

anrl the defense and seventy-fou- r
talesmen yet to be called, the trial of
W. D. Haywood opened this morning
at 10 o'clock, the third day of the
trial, with every prospect of completing the Jury before the end of the
week.
Circumstantial Kvltlonop Counts.
Clarence 8. Darrow, of Chicago,
took up the examination for the defense today when the trial waa resumed, beginning with J. L. Waggoner. After a searching examination,
Waggoner was finally excused by mutual consent.
It developed In the examination of
J. W. Smeed, the next venireman, tnat
he was opposed to circumstantial evidence and he was promptly chal
lenged by the prosecution. Attorney
Hawley for the prosecution, saying
that the evidence of the state was
largely circumstantial.
The challenge wan allowed.
One Juror In Ono Morning.
One more juror was secured as a
GiLMAN;
MABELLE
MRS. W. E. COREY", FORMERLY"
result of the morning session, this THE NEW
fHUM A PHOTOGRAPH. OP HLK IN UHAKAtlLK.
makes five now In the box, all of
whom are subject to a peremptory
challenge before they
are tinally
sworn in as trial Jurors.
Gets $200,000 For $23.
Utica, X. Y., May 14. John Ken
employed
In
the
liedy, formerly
stone quarries at Gouverneur, lent an
old chum who was "dead broke" $25
about ten years ago, receiving as security a few shares of questionable
value In a Klondike mine. Kennedy
put the shares away and apparently
had forgotten all about Utah, a cou
pie of years ago. Recently a friend
in Gouverneur received word from
Kennedy that the mine In which he
had held the stock turned out to
4e one of the best mining properties
in the Klondike, and that he had
old his holdings for $200,000, taking a clear protit of $199,973 by the
The Chinese Say That the Another Funeral Train Leaves
deal.
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Boise, May 14. With twelve jurymen in the box, four of whom have
been passed by both the prosecution
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Famous Trial by Alleged Assassin Slow In Getting
Under Way.
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STEADY RAIN IN
MISSOURI AND KANSAS

THE PALACE TO WHICH
THE RICH W. E. COREY TAKES
HIS ACTRESS-BRIDMABELLE

THIS-I-

OILMAN.

Omaha. May 14. Snow fell in several different sections of Nebraska,
last night and continues falling today. Half of northern Nebraska Is
covered with snow.
The storm w as not a blizzard. Th i
snow came in feathery flakes, with
Just a slight wind.
The temperature, however. Is cold enough to
days, and all fruit
and much of the other crons were
killed.
The snow In some sections fell deep
enough to delay railroad traffic, the
rails becoming so slippery that reduced speed was necessary to avoid
accident.

This magnificent
mansion
at 803 Fifth avenue, New York. It
has been gorgeously prepared for the
new Mrs. W. E. Corey. The drawing
room is furnished in Louis IV style.
The empire bedroom walls are covered with crimson tapestry, with draperies, canopy and upholstering
to
match. The bride's boudoir is a
dream of beauty. White silk damask.
splashed with Immense pink roses Is
useu alike ror walls, chairs, divans,
pillows mid ITraperies.
The dining
It Only Rained in Kuimii,
room is furnished entirely with roseKansas City. May 14. Over three
wood. One side of the room is made
entirely of tsLained glass windows. Inches of rain fell last night In southMissouri and there was a
The music room is In gold, crimson western
precipitation of over two Inches of
and pale olive.
water In other portions of Missouri
and southeastern Kansas, with a light
of rain generally in other parts
BOY PACKS HIS DEAD fall
of Kansas and most of Oklahoma.
five-sto-

ry

Is

re-c-

mid-wint-

FATHER

GOLD

ON

er

MEDALS AT
MESILLA

After Fatal Shooting Affray
in Which Both Participants Met Death.
Prescott, Ariz., May 14. Deputy
Horace Bowdre returned yesterday from the Walnut Grove section, where he went to investigate a
shooting scrape in which two. men
were killed. The shooting was witnessed by several persons, who testify that a native sheephearder
had
driven his sheep across the yard of
a man named Meadows and that the
sheep had become mixed with goats
belonging to Meadows.
A quarrel
resulted, in which both parties tired
shots. Each killed the other.
After the shooting the sheepherdr
was placed on his burro by his
companion and taken away.
The native died on the animal's baJk
and the boy packed the dead body
around while herding the sheep.
Deputy Bowdre had to trail them
for about ten miles before he found
them. Meadows was conscious up to
his death and he remarked to the
deputy that he died game. Meadows
was about 50 years of age and leaves
a widow and several Miiall children.
An inquest was hell by Justice
NlituitY

e.

Itl S.slW
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MAY

Mesilla Park. N. M.. May 14
The
fifteenth annual field day of the College of Agriculture
and Mechanic
Arts was held yesterday afternoon. A

great crowd attended the exercises.
Three records were broken, the
shot and discus, both by Redding, and the running broad Jump by
Weddill. The shot put was distanced
4
41 feet 9
inches; the discus
100.6 Vj feet and the running broad
Jump, ten feet,
Inches. Redding was awarded a gold medal by
reason of his establishing a new record. Weddill also received a gold
medal. There Is great regret among
the college boys that no Intercollegiate meet was held this year for
they had big hopes of carrying off a
few of the biggest honors.
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San Francisco, May 14 About 12J
cars are riming this morning on the
seven lines of the 1'nitel Railroad.
Tile oulio.ik for the daj so fa:- is
for a peaceful operation
About 50')
policemen are now on duty along the
routes.
-

SENTENCED

Miilitllttltllil

TO DEATH

Evening Citizen
4
Prescott. Aiiz.. May 14 After
being out about twenty-fiv- e
min- utes. yesterday evening, the Jury
in the trial of Henr Duvis. col- with
ored. who was charged
murder, returned .1 verdict of
guilty and fixed the penalty at
death.
During his inc.t' er itlon in the
county Jail. Davi-- . almost sue- ceeded ill erfectin,; h.is escape by
way of a hole In the ceiling of
the Jail wash room. Before lie
could get out of the building.
e was noted
however, his ab.-eand he was ordtrel back-. to his
cell at the point of a rirlSpec ial to Tile

y
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FOR

SIRFirr RAILWAY .VI'KlkF

Willi STKIKI'S

St. Pelersbijs. May 14. The
workmen of st. Petersbutg Ken- erally, today celebrated the Kus- sum May day with a une'-dastrike, most factories closing en- rely ;md the others suspending
busine.-- s at no. n..
..Only the government works.
t mill
as ship ards and the am- inunilion fuctories were open.
The strike also affected many
or the smaller ...tores street car
ser ice was suspended on several
lines and most of the newspapers
4 announced the
suspension of
their ufternouu or Wednesday
morning editions. No disorders
were reported up to noon and
none are expected.
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Toilet Accessories
PEIISONAIj rnOPERTT

WANTED.
WANTKH A Hie. g itle pony, with
tome style to him. Iiring to I'utney's store.
Ladles warning stylish
WAXTKD
millinery and dressmaking, call on
North Second
Miss Crane. R12
Also appren- street. Trices low.
'Phone S44.
tlce wanted.
seeond-han- d
Uentieman's
.WANTED
clothing. No. 616 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
.WANTED
Position as Joo eomposl-to- r
First class man.
In good office.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
under contract.
rrefer to work
Write L. W. t;ray, Morgan City,
writing.
salary
when
La. State
H)U REST.
KOK RENT Three houses; cheap,
must be rented snon. T. L.
300 s. Hroadway.
"
brick house,
FOR RENT
close in. (IS. Apply Rankin & Co.,
Room 10. Armijo building.
FOR RENT Sleeping room.", housekeeping rooms and tent. 413 South
Broadway.
e
FOR RENT Newiy furnished
rooms, modern bath, half
ilock from Railroad avenue. "The
Granada,"
114
North Second
street.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center; rates
Sixth and
reasonable.
Corner
Railroad. Apply at rear.

IOAN8.

Soups,
Nail
Bath Brushes,
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
Corn Files,
Corn Masters,
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powder, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

MONEY to LOAN

-

Organs
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WAR1
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as tit
and as high as 1200. Loans art
private
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given
possession
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call an J
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Blclg.
16 West Railroad Av.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
Pianos,

On

THI)Y.

MAY

It.

1907.

are ahxious

To have every sick man and woman

SUPPLIES
J

CITIZEN.

1625 PER MONTH WE

BATH
5

EVENING

try a Imtfle of lloMrtter Stomach Hitler because we know how much good
it will do them. During the past M
year It ha. made cures that had
nil other remedies. Kvery bottle

IIS

II

of

Hostctter's

8

Stomach
Bitters

Jm
1

SIMPLY "DEAD SWELL"

National
g
nt Boston.
'Inciniiatl at New York.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
t. Louis at Brooklyn.
American League.
Boston at Cleveland.
New York at Detroit.
Philadelphia at M. Louis.
Washington at Chicago.
Pitt-bur-

or
Female
Miiinnni i ever.
We guarantee the
genuine ansoiuie- ly pure. Try It.

HOW TIIKV STAND.
.National

HI

Old Source of Envy Now Removed.
Senators Had All the Best
of It But Now-- -

The HIGHLAND
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OLD SPOUT SAYS:

BASE BALL

I s
worth "I t
weight In gold''
In oases of .Stomor
Liver
ach.
disorders,
Bowel
and that's why
we urge ynu so
strongly to get n
bottle today. It
cures
Indigestion,
Dyspepsia,

Job In U. S. Congress Not So
kO STOMACH
Unbearable After All and
7's'
Dally Getting Better.
hoi
rv
its
NEW OFFICES ARE

Let us Supply You

JulvSportii

de-li-

Iiigue.

Won.

York
Chicago
Philadelphia
Pittsburg
Boston
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn
New

19
IX
12.
10

Lost.

Pet.

12
13
18
18

.818
.600
.588
.429
.311
.21S
.100

3
4
8
7

9
8
5
2

.H62

Washington, May 14. The sixtieth
congress, which will convene on the BONAPARTE
HE
SAYS
Won.
Lost.
Pet.
first Monday of next December, will
be an auspicious
thrifty
one for
American l eague.
Take a lead, you mutt!
Think
members of the house of representa8
17
Chicago
.680 you re glued to that base ?
Occidental Life Building, Cor.
LAUTTEIiG.
They are already drawing ths
tives.
WILL
12
9
ew
NOT
.571
York
SUIT
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.
salary, $7,500 per annum
increased
9
12
.571
Detroit
Ira M. Bond.
$ B 2 " a month
on July 1 thera
and
11
13
.542
leveland
Por stomach troubles, biliousnpss
ATTORNEY AT LAW, M F.Bt..
will be added $300 per annum to
10
.524 and constipation trv c?hamherlaln's
11
hiladelphia
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
the amount allowed them for clerk
9
12
.429 Stomach and Liver Tablets.
Boston
THE JOB
Many
copyrights,
caveats
land patents,
hire. For year9 there has been com7
13
.350 remarkable cures have been effected
Washington
plaint on the house side of the capl- 7
letter patents, trade marks, claims
16
.304 by them. Price, 25 cents. Samples
St. Louis
tol building that the senators are
free. For sale by all dr - sists.
11. W. 1. Bryan.
better taken care of In Washington
WeMeni
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
representatives
Immediate
than
the
Lost.
Pet.
Won.
But Friends Say He Has a
que, N. M. Office,
First Nations
7
of the people. Each senator has had
.650
13
Des Moines
Bank building.
a private committee or office room Longing for the Simple Life
8
.635 THE
14
Omaha
F16HTETS THAT I
in
building
9
or
.527
either in the capitol
10
Denver
E. W. Doboon.
Maltby
to
building
adjacent
the
.500
11
the
11
Lincoln
Offles
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Outside of CapItalCIty.
capitol grounds.
8
14
.364
Sioux City
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. 14
7
14
.333
HAVE FOUGHT
Pueblo
House
Envious.
Member
Were
FOBSAll.
DKNTISTsT
These office accommodations have
toRSALEFineChickerlng Bros.'
YKSTKK DAY'S (iAMES.
been the envy of representatives, for
LENTY OF WORK
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
In the house
only those member?
over
Futrelle's furniture store
National League.
Surgeon.
Dental
enough
to
hold
who are fortunate
WITHOUT PRESENT PLACE
(By Philadelphia Jack O lirlen.)
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
H. H. K
At New York
chairmanships are fur2 and S, Barnett building
committee
Rooms
When I look around me and see
complete
for over O Rlelly a drug store. Phont
0 5
FOR SALE Furniture
Cincinnati
and
office
room.
others
nished
The
the few members of the pugilistic
7
housekeeping, Including 140 range;
1
York
they are in a great majority have
Washington. D.
May 14. While New
who are riding on the
only used four months. Will sell No. 744. Appointments made by msh.
Batteries Mason and Schlel; 'Mo profession
office room and Attorney General C.Bonaparte denies
to
forced
been
rent
top wave of financial euccess and
very reasonable. Apply 307 North
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
pay therefor from their own pockets. with great heat that he has any In Ginnity and Bowerman.
Leupp
Sabes
Commissioner
realize the great host of mitt arSixth street.
No. 806 Railroad avenue.
Offlc
B. H
At Philadelphia
Many of them, with commendable ten tion of resigning his office, there
1 tists that are members of the "Down
5 10
Chicago
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; l:lt
used
democratic
have
their
thrift,
Poor Lo But Has Ideas hall bedrooms for office purposes. It Is good reason to believe that th Philadelphia
4
4 and Out" club 1 cajinot help recall2
m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
id
distinguished descendant of Jerome
Lundgren
and Kllng; ing that biblical story of the wise
Batteries
promi
annoying
is
when
sometimes
polntmenta made by mail.
Bonaparte,
great
Na
of
the
brother
About Many Things.
and foolish virgins.
nent political friends come to Wash poleon, will soon hie himself bark Corridon and Jacklitsch.
R. H. E
On the lingers of your two hands
At Boston
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
ington not to be able to invite them to his law
practice
at
Baltimore.
4
18
14
you can name the fighters who have
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
to drop in at the office for an Mr. Bonaparte has no kidney for Pittsburg
2
17
11
saved their money.
Occidental Life Building. Tele
after dinner chat.
public places. It Is irksome to him Boston
LAR DEVELOPS
and
Batteries Lietield. Phllippl
IteprexiMitatlveM to Have Office.
BRAVES MUST TOIL
There is one man whom I boxed
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
now, with the multiplicity of
Even
riibson: Young, Dorner, Bulles and with on several occasions for whose
It Is expected that the new office
on his hand, he spends as much Needham.
DH. R. L. I1US1.
building of the house will be ready work
ability
I had a high opinion,
as possible in Baltimore, or at
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
R. H. E who shattered his fortunes and but
At Brooklyn
occupancy when congress meets. time
decountry
place
his
outside
Just
that
BE A BOY
SQUAWS HOUSEKEEP for
i
8
3
t.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb
Louis
This building will provide a com city. Mr. Bonaparte has not follow
stroyed his chances of attaining a
I
3
2
Brooklyn
Frequency Electrical
room
for
well
Current and
furnished
modious and
chmaplonship standard by treadding
ed the practice of other lawyers who
Batteries Karger. Bebee and Noo- - the crimson path. I refer to good
every representative,
Germicide. Treatments given each
it is predicted accept
positions in the cabinet. He nan;
rr.tter.
Henley
and
old Frank Slavin.
that some members will want to has continued to attend
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
to his pr!
move in their families and that re vate business.
so when he
Slavin came over from Australia
He
did
Thief Wore Masquerade and nurse In attendance. Both phones. Like the Negro. Indian Must Foh quests
ranges
Icugtic.
American
for cooking
and otrKr was secretary of the navy, and a
that influx of great fighters
DRS. BltOXSOX A BROXSON,
R. H. E with
housekeeping
be attorney general he has spent most
will
At St. Louis
Man
With
Trail
of
accessories
low
from
the Antipodes
and none of
Violets When Commitsergeant-at-arm5
9 .
s
wh
St.
Louis
hied
the
with
them were greater than he at the
his time away from his office in Washington
Homeopaths.
4 11
get squared away an of
Hoe.
the
members
the
outset. There were Peter Jackson,
the department of Justice. What
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
ting Robberies.
see how comfortable the new qua
Batteries Jacobson. Howell and Young Griffo,
with his "private business, his duties Spencer:
Tom Tracey, Bob
Office and residence, 628.
Faikenburg, Graham and
ters have been made.
attorney
general,
as
George Dawson, Joe God-dar- d,
at
cares
and
the
UK. J. N. WARNER. V. 8.
Rlnnkenshlp.
iloh
May
14.
a
Oiioriini
Washington,
D.
Get
Hani
Fran
upon
to
C,
republican
tendant
leader
Dan
the
Creedon
and others.
When your animals are sick you els E. Leupp, United States com
K. H. r.
At Cleveland
One of the house officials recent
14.
Ore., May
ship In Maryland Mr. Bonaparte has
Portland.
'The
And Slavin was a wonder.
1
4
a good veterinary surgeon. Ca! missioner of Indian affairs, received said
Cleveland
Impossible
be
to
It
would
pink domino burglar," who has kept need
that
his hands full. Although Mr. Bonaup the old reliable. Phone No. 142.
After whipping several would-b- e
9
7
an excellent training for the office keep a quorum in the next congress. parte Is a collateral descendant of New York
the fashionable residence portion of
Batteries Moore and Clarke; Orth champions 6Slavin1 went to Alaska,
For many "Every member who is not specially the great Napoleon, and a grandson
UNDEKTAKEil.
which he now holds.
terror for months past,
this city-iwhere his
ft.
in. of brawn was
years he was a Washington corres interested in the pending legislation
has finally been captured, ' and it
of Jerome Bonaparte, he has neve and Kleinow.
R. H. L admired throughout the length and
At Detroit
Colo., Red 111 pondent of a big New York daily. he said, "vill spiid mnst of his time
evPfp""'that
the daring "porch Autot phone 16.
France.
While he is proud Detroit
1 hooked
breadth
territory.
of
the
4
10
That building. Is at of the fact that he is a Bonaparte ne
climber" and
A. BORDERS.
He took a great Interest In Indians In his office.
is only
up with Slavin when I was there in
1
7
Boston
pink-face- d
of
th
floor
problem
from
the
blocks
boy of nine Commercial Club building.
least
two
the
Indian
any
and
sought
on
never
a blue-eyehas
honors
that
Bias
Batteries Siever and Schmidt; Di 1905 and we went on a tour giving
was a member of the Indian Rights' house and It Is certain that member
teen.
"The pink domino burglar'
account. He has been content to be
or White hearse. It.
exhibitions. We would plav to $400
and Armbruster.
was given his name because in perand Interested himself will prefer the ease and elegance of a plain American citizen, and all the neen
association
Whilst' I would
R. H. E or $500 a night.
At Chicago
generally in the troubles and Joys of their committee rooms and pay no honors that have come to him hav Chicago
ARCHITECTS
sonal encounters with his victims,
deposit mine to my account Slavin
3
1
Poor Lo. President Roosevelt knew attention to the tinkle of the bell been the result of his great ability Philadelphia
the only sure item of description
Many
2 would spend his over the bar.
7 17
7
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar of Mr. Leupp'8 Interest in the In summoning them to the house floor and persevering industry.
was a pink domino mask, such as
ana times the morning after an exhibiWhite
Batteries Patterson.
M
Is worn at fancy drees balls. He was nett building, Albuquerque, N.
dian, and when the vacancy occurred to help make a quorum."
tion Slavin would come to me to
at the head of the Indian bureau he
It will probably be several years
also nattily clad, and once, while Both phones.
Call at our store, please, for a free McFarland: Waddell and Schreck.
borrow enough cash to carry him
robbing the house of banker X. W.
tendered the place to this distln before the office building for the sen sample of Dr. Shoop's "Health Cof
through
the day. That was an ilWestern
NOTARY PUBLIC.
But there is no ree.
guished newspaper
man. Commls ate is completed.
Rountree. and suddenly accosted by
If real coffee disturbs your
R. H E lustration of how little he thought
At Slnux City
Airs, itouniree, whose jewels he was
sioner Leupp is intensely practical in haste, for senators are now well pro stomach, your heart or kidneys, then Sioux
money.
. 6 11
of
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
his treatmenet of th Indian prob vided. Besides it would not conform try this Clever Coffee imitation. While LincolnCity
1
. 9 13
Slavin was Interested in a group
Office with W. B. Chllders,
the Dr. Shoop has very closely matched
to senatorial ethics to "rush
Ill lem.
of mining claims and concessions in
Sheehaii;
and
Stimmel
Batteries
old
Coffee
and
in
Mocha
Java
flavor
West Oold avenue.
Indian Must Work for Living,
Job."
Alaska that brought $ l.niiil.UOU from
and Zinran.
and taste, yet he has not even a sin Zackert
He believes the Indian should work
So great wis
R. H. E. an English syndicate.
At Pueblo
UA1K DULSSEK ATO CUIKOPO for a living as the white man does
gle grain of real coffee in it. Dr,
$100 Reward. 5100.
1
13
12
his spending ability that when he
DIST.
and as the negro is learning to do. The readers of this paper will be pleas. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation is Omaha
6
8
15
received
the
last
installment
of his
It Is worth a visitor's while to pay ed to learn that there Is at least one made from pure toasted grains or Pueblo
Hatteries McNeely and Townsend; share he was dead broke.
Mrs. Bambini, at Iter parlors, No a call to the office of Commissioner dreaded disease that science hns been cereals with malt, nuts, etc. You will
Frank is now in Vancouver with
to cure in all Its stages, and that surely like Health Cot'ee. Sold by C E. Gilbert and Smith.
209 West Railroad avenue. Is pr
Leupp in Washington. All the fur ableCatarrh.
Denver-De- s
Hall s Catarrh Cure is tne
Moines his family, and his son is attending
At Denver:
pared to give thorough scalp treat nlture and fixtures there were made is
only positive cure now known to the N. Brlgham.
college,
snow.
hut ho has not a dollar in
game postponed;
by Indians.
ment, do hair dressing, treat corn
His desks, tables, por- - medical fraternity. Catarrh being a con
the world left from his fame and
American
K
NOTK
TO
a
requires
CONTRACTORS.
disease,
constltu
came
etc.,
stitullonal
tiers,
from
bunions and Ingrowing nails. 6he
Minneapolis, C; prowess, while all his stamina and
At Minneapolis:
treatment. Hall a Catarrn Cure is
Board of County Commission Louisville.
gives massage treatment and manl various tribes of red men. His resl tlonal
1.
endurance has left him. I realized
the ersThe
taken Internally, acting directly upon systoo,
specime
dence,
Mt
line
in
Mexico,
abounds
Kinley
of
county.
New
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
the latter fact when we were boxing
bloou and mucous suriaces or me
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee , 10;
will
of
proposals
handiwork.
Indian
the
receive
sealed
for
foundation
destroying
thereby
tem,
the
In Alaska, for he could go a inu.nl
up
9.
kdo,
tion of complexion cream builds
of the disease, and giving the patient erection and completion of a court
i.
5; or so at whirlwind speed and then
Holds Annual
Kansas
At Kansas City:
the skin and improves the complei
by tmilrting up the constitution house and jail building, to be erected
strength
H:
(13 innings.)
fall away to nothing.
Commissioner Leupp makes a visit and assisting nature in doing Its work. in 'lallup. New Mexico.
ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be in
Hiils to lie Columbus.
The rigors of the nor: hern clime,
year to the principal The proprietors have so much faith in its
SI. Paul, 13;; Indian- At St. Paul:
Jurlous. She also prepares a hair nearly Isevery
separately
submitted
for
court
house
damaging effects of the life he
the
powers mat tney oner one
9.
acquainted
with
apolis,
intimately
curative
tribes.
prevents
tonic that cures and
dan their chiefs and leading men, and has Hundred Dollars for nny case that it and Jail.
lead and his irregularities sapped his
A
druff and hair falling out; restore no false or sentimental notions about fails to cure. Bend for list of testicertified check for five hundred
strength Just us it drained his exSPOUTING NOTF.S.
Address:
dollars will be required to accompany
life to dead hair; removes mole the Indian character.
chequer.
He has Intro monials.
CI1KNKY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
J.
F.
go
have
Squires
Bill
to
proposals,
Tommy
assure
and
the
Bums
the
warts and superfluous hair. Also
He might have won the championduced no innovations in the manageHold bv Prugglsts, 75c.
of
matched.
been
faith
bidders.
the
ship of the world had he shunned
pirn
face powder, a freckle cure and
Take Halls Family PUla for constlpa
ment of the office, unless his treat
1
up
Proposals will he received
to
the primrose path and by the same
pie cure and pile cure. All of thesr ment of the Indian as a distinct rac
3rd
o'clock p. m.. Monday. June
Three of Mathewson's iirst home token he might have been a capitalA movement Is on toot wilh
preparations
are purely vegetabl different in its Ideals and point of
were
1907,
of
office
games
of
shutouts.
the
the
clerk
at
the
ist today had he saved his money.
compounds. Have Just added a vt view, can be considered an innova aice of success looking to the
board. Plans and specification can
He surely made enough of it.
In
did
park
things
ishing
a
he
of
ball
base
One
of
the
tion.
iirst
joined
brator machine for treatment oi when he accepted the Indian rum- - Fe. The grounds have been d mated be Reen at the otiice of J. L. Iilniere
Catcher Branch Rii key has
and
Money saved spells success.
coaching
been
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
liai
He
Albuquerque. N. M., or at the clerk
the Yankees.
the best advice I can give to tho
mlssionershlo was to revoke the or for this purpose and money Is now office
college
leant.
Ohio
liallup.
an
is also used for rheumatism, paln der
in
young aspirant for ring honors is:
Hie
that had been made by his pre being raised with which to build
he board res rves the light to re
and massage.
It is es
"Save your coin and it will sav
decessor for the red men to cut their grand Miami and bleachers.
not to send a crew you."
th
ided
anv
bids.
or
has
all
Yale
fix
Jed
expense
of
total
timated
that
the
themselves
otherwise
and
hair
attire
1'hiladelHenley
at
to the Ameri. in
F. W. MEYERS,
OFF1CK CHIEF
QUAP.TKRMAP- - as whites. He found that his order, ing up the park will not be over
I.
TISI5. Denver. Colo., May
1.
1907.
and already over half of this Clcik ofc:, the Hoard 'if County Com phia.
though it appeared to people
"PINK IMMIXO" MUf.LAH.
ers,
Sealed proposals in triplicate will be simple
m
New
Mexico
liallup.
with the Indian charac- amount lias been subscribed.
received here and at oflica of the post unacquainted
The Major League strike out record
SHORT TALKS BY
was causing more dissatisfaction
was made by Chas. Sweeney, of Boscarrying off, a buitonaiie of violets, quartermaster, until 11a. m., May 15, ter,
the Indians of the west than
19 men.
out
when
struck
he
ton,
wnnn he wore m his coat became 1907. for furnishing 2,000.000 pounds among
L. T. COOPER.
!5Mi!
""'.""V
action that had been taken by
J.
...... 1
Jooseneil and dropped out. the on
oi .ew .Mexico anthracite coal, re any government
: k..
In many years.
Tv Cobb has smothered his fighting
souvenir which he left in lieu of sev quired duiinir the liscal year ending the"Wear
your hair us long us you
,
disposition, and Is playing the lamb
IT
J.'
THAT TIRED FEELING.
eral hundreds worth of gems. In at June 3U, 19UX, at Fort Bayard,
role. He Is alsc putting up a star
furnished on please," saidyouCommissioner
least half a dozen
burglaries
the applicationInformation
living
so long as
work for a
game in the field for Detroit.
here or at offices of re
youth had personal encounters with
post quartermasters.
Envel and lead upright lives."
some members of the
'That tired feeling'' is a sure sign
an rpective
opes
Leupp
Indian
wants
to
Commissioner
be
hnnv M film w has retired from that the sy em needs regulating-- . A
"Proposnls
marked
for
la each nlaine was courteous and Fuel at Fort Bayard." C. A. H. Mclb
hoys
wants
blili.
business.
lie
pool
til
and
to
trades,
and
learn
th
polite to a decree, withal very tirr
dull, droopy man
part of his tint
,vs it takes a )ro,
the girls to study domestic economy
in nis purpose and m his Connml CAILEY, Chief Quartermaster.
or woman need
oking after the ( Hants.
reforms he is
These are the urim-ipuor the situation by force of arms.
something-- to get
NATION" AD CO.
Irving to carry out in his conduct f
f"i clever was the youth in his Till: COI.OKADO
blood jumpi1.11 i: ASSlltAXt'K SOCIETY,
the
s Margaret and Miss Har-loMl
office.
the
Indian
l!nh
plans ami the daring execution
ng; once more.
in the preliminary
It t s
.nil
let
them that despite the best efforts of
golf
An old line
Insurance company.
The whole body
minis of th- - International
Let me mall you free, to prove
the police his identity remained
f
III
ample capital, solid, conserva- merit,
tourney nt Newcastle, Ireland.
is clogged with
samples of my Dr. Shoop s
mystery until a lew days ago. whon wiui
tive, progressive. Writes liberal con
Restorative, and my Book on either
but
impurities,
Mrs.
Thomas
Hammersly,
from tracts of Insurance and investment. dyepepsla,
P.
trainers
in Johnson has ruled that
or the kidneys.
of the
seat
the
whom the J,,d rented
games.
his
room Prewitt & Prewitt. Managers, Com Address me,theDr.heart,
during
players
not
coach
mu:
Shoop, Ractno, Wis.
,
trouble is the
chanced acros-mas- k the pink domln mercial Club building.
Now If I- t- will interdict groun.lkeep-ersTroubles of the stomach, heart or kid
stomach. It has
and other articles of disguis
all will be s rene.
neys, are merely symptoms of a deep
carelessly left
hi- - room.
n
i ree samples or Preventlrs " and a er ailment.
been gradually
H
common
the
"
make
Don't
'1
p:
.
I
U.' iv
C
suspicions were . iron-- .1 and offici i s
llsell
klet on Colds will be gladly mail error of treating symptoms only.
letting down, only
Frank c.otch m.l ( Ml lieV
you
I
St.
IS
were
May
on request, by Dr. Shoop, 11a- Symptom treatment is treating the re
itt
who
t
detailed to watch him. ed
have been unit, h. d .r
half doing
soon had evidence with which they cine, is., simply to prove merit. PreI.ouis. They met one e two years ago,
work, and the re-sof your ailment, and not tne
ventics are little Candy Cold Cure sult
hours.
forced a partial .,,,
in
(iolch
winning
Wlbfc.
U.
HIS.
nerves the
cause. Weak stomach
is that the
The yoii'h's name is Krnest Lan?, Tablets. No quinine, no Laxative, inside nerve
means stomach weak
kidneys, liver and
and he oi.i e served a siioit term In nothing harmful whatever. Preventlcs ness nlways. And the heart and kid
Late r is,,i: mveii for calling off
food and
the state reform school.
the be' on the Ittn iis-- ( i' Urien tight is bowels absorb the undigested
neys as well have their controlling or
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TWO WOMEN

there, and If you wish I can bring that
witness, that I or no one went to the
gravpvard, neither I. this girl or himself, I show that witness up if you
wish."
The court:
"Am I to understand from what you
say that you deny that you administered this, poison ?"

IE

SENTENCED TO

ArimltHMl

.Vlnilnl-rtorin-

g

and if I had know something about
law and I says no this is doing wrong
with me."
The court:
"I appreciate something of the circumstance under which you were
born an,k reared. I have seen you a
little child walking around the streets
of this town. I know that you have
never had such care and training as
you should have had and that makes
me doubly sorry for you, but the law
must be enforced.
"You have been ft party to the most
outrageous crime that has ever been
known in this part of the country. It
strikes horror into the hearts of all
beyond
men. It Is simply terrible
description. You have forfeited your
right to live. The community must
be protected against people of your
kind. I am sorry to say these things
to you. knowing that in a certain
sense you are not wholly responsible
for the horrible position in which you
have now placed yourself. 1 am
powerless to do anything for you. Th
law imposes upon me the duty of
pronouncing the sentence of death upon you. Whereupon, it is the Judgment and sentence of the court that
you bp remanded to the custody of the
sheriff of sierra county. New Mexico,
tit be by him safely kept in the
common jail of said county until Fri
day, the 7th day of June, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine nun- dred and seven, and that on said day
the said sheriff of Sierra county shall
take you from said Jail to and into
an enclosure to be erected upon the
court house groun is of the county
court house of saU Sierra county and
territory of New ,exlco, and that be
tween the hours f 9 o'clock in the
forenoon and 4 o'clock In the after
noon of said day you be by the said
sheriff there n hanged by tne necK un
til you Hre dead, and may Ood have
mercy on your soul.

EVENING CITIZEN.
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TnMMnMV nniinnTO T
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WHILE AIIEARN

Our Prices

Our Work

!

are right

SWINGS AX

The prisoner:
"I do not denv having given It but
was not made up In my own mind. It
was meanness that was injecieu into
my mind. I have not this way of
thinking of such grave felony as this.
If no one had betui advising me nothing would have happened."
Having Added Large Invoices of
Type Faces
The court:
"Who advised you to do It?"
and
Latest
Styles
Papers,
of
We Can Please You
"Mr. Francisco Baca. That Is the
Both Confess to Murder and gentleman.
Today-Murph- y's
I
would never have
my
If
thing
in
life
thought
a
this
such
Plead for Mercy-Jud- ge
had not been Injected Into my mind
and furthermore, he said himself and
Kinds of
Catalogue
this girl Is a witness, ihnt if someParker Unrelenting.
thing was done to us that he would
come forward, put his neck forward,
risk his neik and this woman can say
New York, May 14. Panic prevail-- i an intimate friend of Charles F. Mur
it herself who heard It; and he said
EXECUTION SET FOR
I
ed In Tammany hall Sundav follow- - D1- - . FoT hlm l cu' looae from the
that at Tom Long's one day when
and announce semi-of- and this woman was there. He says
ing an announcement that John F, organization
flclally that he will appoint in Un
to her that It she did not buy this
Ahearn, borough president of Man- place of William Dalton a man who
poison that he would kill her and
TfflDM OF JUNE that
hattan, is going to swing his political is not necessarily affiliated with any
If I did not give It to him that
ax on lour district leaders and a political organization, surpassed the
he would kill us both, wherever we
score or more other Tammany ad- belief of the men who grew up in
were he would kill us three, myself,
herents who hold Jobs under him.
politics with him.
my husband and herself wherever we
16--William Dalton, superintendent of
might be. And anything that was said
Little satisfaction was obtained by
One Murderess But Girl of
public
get
works,
be
will
to me in a Joke I am afraid: I am
the first man leaders who sought Mr. Ahearn for
go.
was
to
I
a
In
I
am
said
It
ting
know
because
fear
circles
that
inner
Ignorance
Information. He spent the afternoon
Case Where
Sunday that his head will be chopped in his club in No. 290 East Broad'
girl that Is very ignorant and without
any experience because I have no
off soon, and that this decapitation way and conferred there with many
Did Not Mean Bliss.
will mark the beginning of the most of his district workers. Leaders who
mind the mind of a woman I have
the mind of a girl. This girl can say
extensive beheading ever known In were startled by the reports in the
what he said besides to her."
borough politics.
The end of the morning papers of the borough .pre
Special Correspondence.
The court:
week, it was said, will see a small (dent's plans flocked to his club house
-you
say
you
HilWhriro, May 13. The passing it
may
as
be
that
true
army of Tammanyltes who have for only to bo told that there was noth
"It
the death sentence upon Mrs. Valen- - were put up to commit this awful
years fattened on municipal Jobs, ing to be said one way or the other.
tlna Madrid and her colored servant. crime."
looking for places.
"I have nothing to say today," Mr.
The nrisoner:
Alma Lyons, by Judge Frank W.
Tammany was unable to under Ahearn said to a reporter for the
"Yes sir: I can swear to nod. I can
A Narrow Kseane.
Parker, last week, brought to a ell
stand the amazing attitude of Mr. Herald. "Tomorrow I may say toms
max one of the most Important crim swear before tiod and man that this
G W. Cloyd. a merchant, of Plunk. Ahearn. He has always hitherto bean thing,
ut maybe not then. I am not
is true."
inal trials ever held In this county.
Mo. had a narrow escape four years a
d
organization man and talking now."
The court:
Throughout the entire proceedings
into
ago
a
bar
ran
Jlmson
he
when
"Hut. as I was about to say. this is his thumb. He says: "The doctor
the intense interest of the commun
no excuse or Justification
ity In the outcome of the case was absolutely
to amputate it but I would
whatever. The law demanus wanted
manifested by the throngs who were for youpeople
not consent. I bought a box of Buck- Judgthey
exercise
that
all
of
constantly in attendance upon the
llns Arnica Salve and that cured the
and lead a correct moral life. dangerous
court while the matter was under re- ment
wound." 25c at all drug
that some man told you to gists.
view. This was In part due to the The fact excuses
particle
one
not
of
do
this
prominence of the murdered man, your guilt. You took advantage of
Manuel Madrid, and the universal es- the
and affection which
teem In which he was held, and also your confidence
husband reposed In you and sent BERNALILLO COUNTY
to the peculiarly revolting character him down
grave
as you wouia a
to
his
The principle dog. I am sorry for you. The
of the crime itself.
Madrid, which the law imposes upon me duty
defendant, Mrs. Valentina
is a
PROBATE COURT
whose relations with one Francisco most solemn duty. It Is a duty which
accesan
as
Haca, also under arrest
any way
escape
were
if
I
would
there
...PUBLISHED
sory and soon to be tried for his part for me to do so. but such crimes as
in the crime, had previously occas- this cannot be tolerated in any comAt an adjourned meeting of the
ioned remark, desiring to get rid of munity. The lives of the people, of urobate
today a petition was
her husband, accomplished his death
husbands, the safety of the homes, presentedcourt
the
by Jesusa Armijo and Hi
through the Introduction of rat poi- cannot thus be endangered.
glnio Chaves to be apolnted adminls
The crime took
son into his coffee.
Sentenced to Hang.
trators of the estate of Franco Armiji
one
about
place near
Albuquerque,
Hillsboro
your
to
Mexico
right
y Otero, deceased. The petition was
"You have forfeited
month ago and the participants were live; you are a menace to any com- approved
and the oonas ot tne aa
immediately
placed under
arrest munity in which you are living. m n strators
fixed at IZ.uUO.
The part taken by the Lyons woman Whereupon It Is the Judgment and
The petition of Jesusa Armijo and
in the tragedy was the securing of sentence of the court that you be re- Hig nlo Chaves praying to
up
De
the poisvm with a guilty knowledge manded to the custody of the sheriff pointed administrators de bonis nun
to
purpose
was
It
of the
for which
Xew York, May 11, 1907. Opera vance In freight rates, but the presof Sierra county, X. M., to be by him of the said estate was approved. Their
be used.
safely kept In the common Jail of bonds were decreed to be $2,000.
tions in the stock market have been ent state of public opinion renders
toy several
discouraged
The territory was represented by said county until Friday, the 7th day
conditions such a policy wholly Inadvisable. In
report
of
the Monter.uma
The final
District Attorney H. A. Wolford, as of June, In the year of our Lord one Trust company, guardian of Arvtl hs such as unfavorable crop reports, ru- consequence, the roads must postpone.
seven,
Albuquer-auand tal Peterson, minor, was approved.
thousand nine hundred and
slsted by Elfego Baca, of
mors of new capital Issues, expecta- contemplated Improvements, as far at
whose reputation as a prosecutor that on said day the said sheriff of
Court then adjourned until the first tions of trade reaction, strikes and practicable, and confine them to those
was ably sustained throughout the Sierra county shall take you from Monday In June.
uncertainty regarding the financial which are absolutely necessary,
trial, while the defendants were rep- said Jail to and into an enclosure to
policies of some of the largest railInconsistencies In Stocks.
upon
house
Wad-decourt
ll
the
be erected
Sore Ninnies.
resented by Major James R.
As usual, there
road corporations.
Stock
market values Just now-- show
county
court
house
grounds
of
the
Any mother who has had experience has been more or less exaggeration In many inconsistencies.
The Jury, after
.of Deming.
During the
considering the facts for nearly two of said Sierra county, and territory of with this distressing ailment will be these reports.
Kspeclally Is
true last year or two a number of In
and that between the pleased to know that a cure may be concerning the crop outlook, this
hours, returned a verdict of guilty as New Mexico,
is creases have been made in dividends,
which
of 9 o'clock in the forenoon affected by applying Chamberlain': not as bad as represented.
charged.
When sentenced the pris- hours4 o'clock
The facts yet the properties which are paying
In the afternoon of said
oners maintained the same fortitude and
as soon as the child is done are that spring is fully two weeks
per cent are orten selling at or near
you be by the said sheriff therein Salve
they had preserved during the en- day
Wipe It off with a soft cloth late, and that cold and wet weather a 6 per
cent basis.
Such conditions
hanged by the neck until you are nursing.
country
nurse.
allowing
tire trial and their stoical demeanor dead,
the babe to
over large sections of the
do not indicate confidence on the part
and" may God have mercy on before
under the trying circumstances in your soul."
Many tratned nurses use this salve have materially delayed planting and of Insiders in the permanent malnten.
which they found themselves was one
of seed already ance of high rate dividends, as 'a
with the best results. For sale by the germination
Arraignment of Lyons Woman.
of the remarkable features of the
planted. Of course, a late season Is many cases these were simply auth
The other defendant. Alma Lyons. all druggists.
o
case.
somewhat of a handicap; yet a few orized for the purpose of facilitating
was next arraigned. To her the court
NOTICE TO COXTIIACTORS.
Mrs. Madrid Makes Statement.
days of continued warm weather will the placing of new security issue i.
said :
proI,
undersigned,
will
receive
the
probably quickly make up for loat The Union Pacific decision to issue
"You have been tried and convicted
Before the passing of the death
and much of the damage has no 75,000,000 4 per cent convertible
time
sentence on the defendents. Judge of the crime of murder In the first de posals for the erection and compleof a Jail and a court house build- doubt been exaggerated for speculaParker gave each an opportunity to gree. Have you anything to say to tion
bonds at 90 and the Southern PaGalof
town
now why the sentence ing to be erected in the
explain why sentence should not be the court
1
tive effect. Cotton suffered consider- cific 36,000.000 7 per cent preferred
N.
county,
M.,
McKinley
upon
you?"
lup,
staple
N.
for
passed
upon
passed
ably, but the high price of that
them. In connection should not be
stock at par was a shock to the marM. A certified check for five hundred is probably more Justified
by th.-- ket, which
The prisoner:
with this the court said:
has for some time be?n
"Uecause, because I was Innocent. dollars will be required to accompany prospects of heavy consumption than staggering under
"You have been tried and convicted
the load of new isof murder in the first degree. What She told me that they was for rats so the proposals, to assure the good from prospects of a decreased yield. sues.
means
a further strain
This
I
there,
did
not
say
you
and
If
now
to
was
I
to
court
innocent
the
have
faith of the bidders.
The wheat crop is backward; but It upon the money market and may In
anything why the Judgment and sen- know what she wanted it for there."
EVENany terfere with the plans of other cor
J. L. LADRIERE.
anticipate
early
to
too
is
much
The court:
tence of the court should not be
Architect. Barnett Building, Albu serious injury, and the more reliable porations which were planning short
upon
you
what
you?"
passed
knew afterwards
"Well,
querque, X. M.
reports do not substantiate serious term note Issues.
The amount of
Mrs. Madrid replied:
she was doing with it?"
o
the
damage rumored. As for corn
obligations created since January
The prisoner:
"I have only to say here in the
prince of good fellows, Char- most Important of. all the crops that new
That
enormous
1st
and the
has
been
presence of tiod that neither I or this
"I seen her with something. I did lie Stevens, passenger conductor be- Is not vet planted; so the would-b- e
knowledge that more are to come has
girl can be punished uecause this fel not know; If she had told me well tween Albuquerque
Junta,
La
and
deprived
a
of
killers have been
ony was committed, but It was not' 1 want this to do this with my hus- passed through
much to do with preventing a further
Winslow Friday
opportunity in that quarter. recovery in the market.
done because we got It out of our band I never would have got it."
way to Williams. valuable
morning
on
his
far
reason
thus
no
is
there
short,
In
knowledge
I
Money Tight.
minds, neither have this
The court:
has a number of valuable
any serious alarm In regard to
in my mind to do this. If I had done
"The Jury has heard the testimony Charlie
The monetary situation has been a
mining claims on the iSanta Fe Grand for
s
crops.
tile
this out of my own mind I would not in this case and have found by their Canyon
source of less solicitude than for
branch which he is going to
Welcomed.
Mlylit
be here. Neither would I have been verdict of guilty that you are a party
muny weeks; the most unwelcome
at his sickness as I was, as most of to this horrible crime. You have develop. His many friends wish him
As for the business situation, a feature In the situation being the low
thepeople over this town saw and one confessed it on several occasions to every success. Winslow Mail.
appears
in
trade
recession
moderate
of bank reserves and their
condition
of her brothers also. I did not sep- different persons."
to be generally anticipated and will failure to increase, as they should, at
Don't I'ny Alimony,
arate from his bedside one moment. I
t'onfeswMl Pnrt in Murder.
welcomactually
be
quarters
some
to
in
be divorced from your appendix.
this season.
It Is a welcome fact
have also to say something else. That
The prisoner:
O. Eakln. President
Values of commodities and that easier monetary
There will be no occasion for it if ed.
Chi. Ueiini. iexnWsn
those words that Mr. Julian Chaves
conditions nre- "Yes sir; because I did not know you
Q. Oloml, .Vies President
a
your
such
of
still
keep
production
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cost
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bowels
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throughout
said yesterday that wen went to the they say yes. sir: says well you have
world;
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the
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graveyard on this day that he took to say t'his'lf you do not I am going to Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their ac- nign level .. as io ....
at Paris,
u..u .w.y..uiu i
this matter, it is not true because I do something to you so I had to say tion is so gentle that the appendix 1.
wnere 8ome conCern is shown over
has no cause to make the least com- '
have a witness that saw him In the it. I ain't nothing but a ".eiu,,.!.
jiussiau suuation
Is lit
"Mtne
There
house; we were playing, myself, that
what do I know- about laws. plaint. Guaranteed by all druggists.
tle prospect of gold exports from this
witness, this girl and himself playing If I had known something about laws 2jc Try them.
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ALUCQVERQCE AXD THE .SOCTHWEST.
REPEBIJCAX PRIXCIIH.ES AXD THE "SQUARE DEAL."
ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AXD AUXILIARY XEVVS SERVICE.
BOOSTING

Dealer Here's n clock that will
run eight days without winding."
Mlas Wall, how long
will
the
ciernecl tiling run If ye wind it?
And It won't do Mabelle Oilman any
good to wait at the church.

Now

3ax

tfie fflaidens

Mr. Hearst and I are going In the
same direction," says Bryan. That's
what the counts showed.

3co

a Pecos Valley town, according to press reports, contemplates

posing a special lax levy on unmarried men between the age of

21

Im-

and

45

The bare announcement of the fact looks mightily like a conspiracy.
of whom
Can it be that the fair damsels of the Sunshine Territory
there are no fairer are behind this bit of class legislation?
lt'8 hard to tell.
Those roguish girls!
But an Albuquerque man comes to the front rather bashfully It must
d
be admitted with the suggestion that such a tax is a
affair.
Then he confidentially whispers "Why not tax the unmarried maids?"
Ah! happy thought.
How simple it appears on the surface.
Then the Albuquerque man
further explains the plan his system for working out the eternal fitness of
things.
Let them tax the bachelors that's all right, he thinks, but make It
work both Wftys.
Tax also the maids who have not married, who are not engaged to be
married or who cannot prove that they have never had at least one proposal
of marriage all thoee between the age of 18 and 45 years.
Brilliant, almost the scheme appears at first glance.
But what hidden intricacies it contains. Just think of trying to collect
that tax in the first place. Who would want to be a tax collector?
How on earth can it ever be ascerThen that matter of proposals.
Just ask the girl,
tained that a maid had or had not received a proposal?
of course.
The answer sounds easy but whose going to do it?
Supposing the assessor should say "Have you ever had a proposal?
What guarantee has he that a feminine voice will not reply, "Oh, this Is so
sudden!"
Breach of promise or parts unknown for him.
Xow how on earth is any
On the other hand there is the age question.
man going to find out a woman's age?
Many
Is there any sane man going to do that?
Ask her of course.
an unmarked and unhonored grave is the last resting place of those who
have tried it.
There is no question in the world but that there are stacks and stacks
Incidentally there are Just as
of young men who ought to be married.
All that is needed is a proposal or
many maids willing to marry them.
two and the few little Incidentals that go with them.
But how to arrange the matter is the question a question that gets
bigger the longer you look at it.
The Pecos Valley town probably had the right idea but the wrong
method.
It is certainly an Injustice to lay the fault all at the door of the men.
Incidentally it is Just as wrong to levy a tax on the maids unless they
are given the preogatlve of proposing.
The question is a mammoth one and the sooner It is brought before the
Hague conference Instead of the city council, the better. We must have peace
and a future generation at all costs.

From Arizona comes the remark.
able statement that a train got into
Phoenix on time the other day.
D
No, Clarence, it is not mmmn
will not be really summer unill

'

the
the

SFuture

Those, who will first discover and apply the hidden powers of the air",
water and the sunshine will open the way to the colossal fortunes of
next few centuries. Land, timber, metals, and Jewels have given their

millions of dollars, but the energies of the air, the sunshine and the water,
awaiting the inventive geniuses of the future, promise greater financial possibilities than all of these.
There is no question but that electricity is the greatest power In the
world and it is still in its infancy. The engineering problem of today Is
how to develop this electrical current in the easiest and most economical
manner. It is estimated that throughout the world about 2,000,000 elecstreams.
trical horsepower is being generated from water-fall-Ins the and
United States, with
of this great horsepower Is generated
Canada second and Switzerland third.
To generate 2.000,000 horsepower continually by the ordinary steam
engine would .require some 25,000,000 tons of coal, and allowing $5 a ton
for the cost of the coal this would represent a saving of $125,000,000.
Situated in this country there are thousands of streams capable of
producing from 100 to 50,000 or more horsepower. Others, like Niagara,
and Victoria Falls in South Africa, and the innumerable falls of the unthe Colorado and the Missouri, have water powers that seem
limited. If every rart of the mighty torrent of Niagara was harnessed
It would easily generate sufficient electrical power to do all the work of this
country.
The value of a Rtream for power purposes depends upon the amount
of water flowing and also upon its head; that Is, the height of the fall,
whether In a sudden drop or rushing down a slope. The small mountain
is often worth more than
stream which tumbles noisily down the rocks
One cubic foot
a low country.
the broad sluggish river flowingin through
power the total stored energy of many
of water a second may equal
tons of coal.
What Is even more wonderful, the water may be used twice: first, for
generating electrical power: second, to irrigate farm lands In dry counstream itself can be pumped to levels
tries With the electrical pump the carry
Electricity can be made to
it.
where ordinary ditches could not
and to
light and heat the homes Jn the country as well as in the city
run feed cutters, threshers and cream separators on the farm, as well as
the wheels of the cars and factories.
The wind was the first of the elements to be harnessed. Previous to
A windmill
this the treadmill was the only form of mechanical power.
for the generation of electrical current is a more recent accomplishment.
utilized
Dr. Charles F. Brush, the Inventor of the arc light, in lk9 first
purpose of
the windmill to run his generators at Cleveland, Ohio, for the
In Europe commercial windmill eleclighting his house and laboratories.
at Wittkeil. in
trical plants are being built. One such plant established
Schleswig, lights the town and another windmill at Hamburg has been
uccessfully used to furnish current for a factory. A windmill electric
of 110 'amps.
plant at Boyle Hall, Ardsley, in England, has a capacity
The
on his polar trips.
Prof Nanstn uses a windmill electrical plant
good ship Fram. was equipped with such an apparatus and during the
The
long Arctic nights the ship was lighted and heated by electricity.
countries where coal
electric windmill is a Godsend In the far northern
states windmills
and wood are practically unknown. In the greatto prairie
furnish electric power.
and
are extensively used for Irrigation purposes
summer and
One windmill 'plant will irrigate ten acres of land dining the
furnish electricity for the house and farm huildings.
One-quart- er

wrong
Whenever vou have to stop to think whether a thing is right or
It should
vou mav be pretty sure it is wrung, is a pithy saying full of truth.
iiot b.- - taken, however, to mean that you dioulcl not think at till. Paradoxical
The
as it may set m, the more you think the lews you will have to think.
whole matter lie in what you think about.
very learned discourse
The North American Heview for May contains
Some of the eminent
'. I.
t,i.h In, mo rule bv CoMwIll Smilh,
Mr. Smith's views may pass muster among the oiis..f the Emerald Isle, but
he will certainly have to do something to that last name of his.
1

.

Secretary "'oitclyou is reported to be quite a good amateur musician who
President llooevelt lias no such accomplishment,
plays and u.g nicely.
the music.
but he frequently makes others dance while Cortelyou fumi-he- s
The next thing
Arror.iine to the News. Tueumeaii now has a garage.
that may be reasonably expected is the arrest of some staid old citizen for
liow time nies:
breaking the tpeed ordinance.
A St. Louis woman suicides because she was a nervous wreck as the
More charity ami less carnival would probably
result of a charity carnival.
have been better for all concerned.

eighteen
1,i
,1 il,in
TV.i
rv.nbin.M.ri,.,,
.niintrv :, ,11
gallon per capita, except in prohibition Kansas, where the consumption of
beer is much preater.
.

. M

64'UH'O. whic h is
The population of Cairo by a census Just comple ted
a good deal considering what a drain there has been on it to man the street
fairs In this country.
I

Tom Piatt admits he i sorry he forced Roosevelt's presidential
tunity upon him.
As usual, he weeps alone.
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JOB DEPAIITMENT.

I;E8T ADVERTISING MFJDITM IX THE SOV'TIIWEST.
IJEADING REPEKLICAN TAPER IX NEW .MEXICO.
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li,

A Carload of the Finest FURNITURE
Ever Seen in Albuquerque

fellow-clubme-

for reply.
"Don't know!" said Clarence.
"No Idea," was Everett's laconic
reply.
"This Is the third time I have seen
her," continued John, "and I am
greatly Impressed she Is my nfiinny
and right now I am irolng to cet ac
quainted."
He whirled suddenly and
with quickening steps started after
the fair unknown.
"Did you ever?"
Inquired Clar-

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

irrED

MAV

JUST ARRIVED

QVICK WORK
(By John Rxll, R. G.)
"Smoke! Who Is that glorious woman with the red, red locks?" and
John turned to his
n
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EVENING

Of course,

that leadl 0 man xvhri
married Ellen Terry will understand
that he ceased to be a purl
no man
after the wedding.
11

I

hailed in AlbunuprmiA voatarilnu
but the word the average man used
sounded similarly but was spelled dif- iei eimy.

a

Polly the Parrot I .suppose
a member of the Ananlan rluh?vou're
The Lyre Bird And I mnnnu
you're "an undesirable citizen."

0

Guatemala has been fVmii
dent Diaz of Mexico, about those
friendly relations.
It looks like a
dollar
rnnsnimfv on

five-milli-

right.

0

I never!" said Everett.
Walking rapidly, John overtook
the object of his fond desire, and
edging closely he slid his hand beneath her elbow, which wa bent in
order to carry the dainty purse held
with tapering fingers.
The touch of
the arm caused him to quiver with
ecstatic bliss.
Without raising her eyes or scanning the temporary startled face he
exclaimed rapidly, "Why, Miss Wel-roit has been an age since we met
upon Santiv Barbara's sandv beach.
Wasn't it a Jolly week we had? And
to think, too, that Gladys was married without you as bridesmaid alter
she had set her heart upon It. Too,
bad, also that you were not there
to see how perfectly lovely she looked in her gown of point lace over
white silk chiffon." and belnir buver
of a large lace and notion house he
knew what tickled woman's vanitv
and ne launched forth Into such an
eluborate toilet it caused his listener
to catch her breath occasionally In
the pleasure of It, and to give voice
casually to little bursts of pleasure.
Kealiy, Miss Welroc, we were all
so disappointed In your not
being
there."
"I regret it myself," she murmured In a grieved tone, "but really, sir,
I am not the one whom you appear
"
to know so well and
John looked up with a startled ex"Why!" he said with a
clamation.
gasp, "You're not!" and his feigned
surprise appeared so real to the girl
that she burst into such a merry
peal of laughter It made both feel at
ease at once.
An exchange of names followed,
and as luck or fate, would have it,
she knew all about him through the
wife of her cousin with whom she
was visiting, and she blushed with
the information that this was ' iie
man" she was to pick out among all
ethers.
Without noticing where their steps
led, they strolled, chatting like old
friends, for John was good to look
upon. Good form, good dress, good
manners and good morals. Unconsciously their walk drew them near
the court house. "I must go In here
and give Will a mesage for Mauelie."
she said. "He Is county clerk, you
c,

And now poor King Alfonso can't
come home without Somn nna mant.
Ing him at the gate with "Mniv Air
don't slam the door or you'll wake the j Together they entered the portals
iHnu wanaerea siae Dy sine up me
various corridors until they found
There Is one cosolatlon for M
door they wanted. The clerk was
and Haywood, who are on trial In the
seated with his back towards
Idaho, that if thev are not oonvlftprt alone,
hearing their footsteps he
them,
the stage will receive them with open turned but
suddenly, and with a burst of
arms.
surprise cried, "Hello, Helen! Hello
Will!
Come for a marriage license,
have you?" And he shook hands vigA Bunch from Rill
orously
with the blushing pair.
Thur's a good manv mpn ihoto riiin.
Noticing their rosy faces, which
In these yere devil wagglns
thet
ain't
his
sudden
remark had caused to
learned ylt how to humps a hu. ... turn crimson,
and noting also the
drlv a waggin.
pause
usual embarrassing
under
tt
occasions,
he did not wait a resuch
ply,
but
forth
drew
the
book
of
blank
A
man who whistles seldom forms,
and, knowing both well, he
swears, declares a western newspa
per. But that's a mighty weak argu- quickly filled In their full names, ages
ment In favor of whistling. There's andpendate, and pushed the paper and
over to them for signature.
a
no need of a whistler swearing.
Without hesitaion John put his
Everybody else does that for him.
boldly as his namesake of
down
as
Q
old, and then glanced appealingly to
his suddenly acquired ac- Mark Twain, in the midst of a ward
panegyrle on advertising, told a re- qunintance.
deeper
blushes than ever she
With
markable storv: "There win h mnn "
he said, "back Iowa way. who was so glanced towards him. He did look
She thought
pleased with an advertisement In the so good and earnest.
her heart
local paper that he wrote the follow- of her lonely life, and
ing testimonial letter to the editor: longing to be something near and
'.Mr. Editor
Sir: After selling nil I clear to somebody. Her heart was
could, giving barrels away, and stuf- beatlng rapidly and her breast rose
fing my hogs till they would eat no and fell tumultuously.
She again looked. Her eyes and
more, i sun nad, last fall, about 200
spoke encouragingly,
tons of big.' Juicy, tine flavored apples very manner
'
I Insprlarl In vnnr
ICll On mV nanilS.
" uuui-- i nun illliuriiic nnc ioui
pen,
slightly trembling
the
with
and
vtiiuauiti jmper an aci mat 1 was willor
ing to send free a barrel
hand, whether from foreboding
of picked bliss
she never could determine, she
fruit, freight paid in advance by me,
name
was
the
which
to anyone who would applv, there be- attached
she
ing, of course, no charge for the bar shortly to lose.
you win hardly credit it, but
Will laughed with glee. "That Is
rel,
that little forty-cead cleared out the best paper 1 ever drew up," he
my whole stock of apples, and I could gurgled. "Now, let's fool Maudie and
have disposed of five times the quan- all of them and have it over at once.''
and he darted through the door into
tity on the same terms.' "
No need to Irrigate In New Mexico the hallway, to return In a few moments with the superior Judge, ust
year.
this
In time to intercept the first kiss.
That night the evening papers
were read In the club.
ROSCOE, THE ROOSTER.
"Did you ever?" inquired Clar
ence.
"No, I never!" said Everett.
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(To be continued.)

Constructed on Scientific

Call and Sec Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
Cohen and wife, Alhambra; E. C. Abbott. Santa Fe; A. G. Aldrlch, W. S.
Medler, Roswell; M. O'Neill, Cerril-loF. Paddock,
M.
Denver;
J.
Brown, Sacramento.
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Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.
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WILL PAY THE BOY.

KACKLEY

INTERVIEW

THE TAILOR
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Wast Gold Avenue

Metropolitan

"We are doing our part to beautify
the city," said Manager A. F.
ham. of the Colorado Telephone com- pany. "Since the telephone lines of
tnla clty were consolidated under the
we
manasrement of one comDanv.
nave been removing all the unneces- sary poles and wires from the street?
We are using cables Instead of the;
individual wires, and
this Is a great improvement in the
appearance of things.
The wires
were in a terrible tangle when we
began straightening up, but now we
are in pretty good shape, and soon
expect to have the city as well equipped in the matter of telephone facilities as it is possible."

Concerts at Home

VICTOR
1.000
RECEIVED
RECORDS
JUST

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

f There k
The funeral of the late Mrs. A. "!.
Gonzalez will be held at the Church
of the Immaculate Conception at 9
Intera. m., Wednesday, May 15.
ment at Santa Barbara cemetery. All
funthe
attend
to
are
invited
friends
eral services.
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HOTEL AKItlYALS.
Alvarado.
A. J. Westland, Denver; H. M.
A.
El I'aso; Mr. and Mrs.
Oreentiiid. J. C. Brown and wife,
City:
D.
Hallett, Watrouc,
H.
Kansas
New arrivals for the week: Brus- N. M.; A. t Schen. Kansas t'ltv: C. sels
and velvet carpets. Thirty
P. Healln. Gibson, N. M. ; H. W.
of rockers to select from at
Kansas City; F. H. Cornell, Fvtrelle's Furniture Emporium.
Chicago; S. I,. Lowe, Silver City; A.
Mae 'orgusilald. Paul A. Darsh,
Our HOTJGIl DRT work don's have
N. M.; K. H. Banker, Chicago.
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
Kt urges.
o
11
1 o.,nnM
11
1 nralt. 111,!.,EC..S 1 OK HATCHING.
Bibo, Laguna. N. M.: U. F. Heller.
Eggs $1.50 pert setting. Rose comb.
Cabezon, N. M.; B. Yaslinskl. New
and Barred Locks.
Orleans: J. E. Stephens, Baton: Ge ,. Broun Leghorns
laying hens Address
A. Flannigan,
Denver; Louis Tig. . Pure bloods. 2 4Estancla,
N. M.
I.
Pauley,
E.
Rochester. N. Y. ; J. W. Craig. St.
Louis; Charles F. Fritz and brother,
We do it right, ROtJGn DRY. Im- Chicago; James Harris, silver City;
Ricliard Fleischer, Nogules, Ariz.; II. peria-- Laundry Co.
Er-har- d,
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The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

IIP M GOOD TlhwfE
TO BUY M PiMMO

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

I

Phone 98

COAL
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BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$9.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
18.50
PER TON

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE

WOOD

Of all uied and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descriptive bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
OPPORTUNITIES we place before you
PIANO-BUY-IN-

TODAY

OUR

STOCK

CONSISTS

OF

OVER

FOR CASH ONLY

G

FORTY

AFTER MAY IS

John

PIANOS

Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and REC-ORDWe will be Glad to show YOU our stock

Ml
I

S.

S.

Beaven

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Williams' IndlunPIlt
SDr.
cure Hlind
ana Ivtuiug
Pile, ll ubsorl'.-- ihe tumors
ti:e
at once,
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LEARNARD

& LINDEMANN,

209 West Gold Avenue

Tbe Square

Music

established I BOO

Dealers

FOK SALE BY S. VANN

.

SON.

FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
TORE.

HE ClIH.imrX OF TODAY AltE
AX1
WOMKX OF
TUK Mi:
TO.MOKKOW.

Po not Injure their physical and
mental well being with Indigestible
Remember, they grow bes:
bread.
when fed best. Select a quality (if
bread that you know la made rittht !..
every way. Under sanitary conditions, of good flour, properly mixed
and baked, fo 83 to be wholesome and
nutritious, ItaiMnps' bread on tria.
will be found to fulfill every recjul.e-i- n
mi l.

PIONEER BAKERY
207 South First btm--

I

TVrlV,

..'ALBl'QUEKQCE

MAY 11, 1007.
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BOOKS

QUIT "UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN" MURDER OF M'COMBER
MAY

BY JOHN F. STOWE

FOR

YET

BE

PLAY
End of Present Term

Story. With Officer Dudley Arrests Zenoba
Sanchez at Alamogordo on
Variations. Seen by
Charge of Murder.
Large Crowd.

at Hand. The Same

Reception to Instructors
Planned.

Old

"Uncle Tom's Cabin," with
PROGRAM
tions, held forth In the tent at Secstreet and Lead avenue la.it
FOR CLOSING DAY ond
night. The magic name of this old
standard drew a large crowd and the
enterprising theatrical folk got you
Two school events will mark the coming and going. They took your
year.
school
money at the door, took your money
close of the present
Wednesday evening the High School inside for a reserved seat, soaked you
reception
a
give
will
Boosters' club
ten cents for a program, took your
to the eighth grade, the high school money for an
and then
and their Little Eva came around and coaxed
factulty, the principals
the
and
wives, the superintendent
you to buy her photo. Little Eva was
members of ne board of education a wee, winsome thing. In short
The seats have flouncy skirts that reached almost to
and their wives.
been removed from the high school
her thighs when they had a chance
assembly room, which will be suit- to hang, which they scarcely ever did,
occasion,
the
ably decorated for
for Eva was vivacious and kept her
A ninformal program will be renabbreviated petticoats gyrating.
dered, after which refreshments will
To take your mind off the show a
folvaria-

GOOD

after-conce-

The program is as
Instrumental Solo... Helen Anderson
Vocal Imet "Hello, Peaches" . . .
Eva Maize and Anna Hoffman
Chlrange Roberts
Recitation
High School Orchestra
Music
"Gossip"
Drama
High School Boosters' Song
Everybody
Thursday evening the first annual
eighth
the
of
exercises
promotional
grade will take place at the Elks'
opera house, beginning at 8:30 sharp.
A fine class numbering fifty will be
promoted to the high school at this
This Is the largest eighth
time.
grade ever promoted and the flr-sevr
formal promotional exercises public
held In the Albuquerque seventy-fiv-e
about
There are
schools.
seventh grade pupils completing
gives
their work this year, which
good promise of a much larger class
proThe
for next year's promotion.
gram of the promotional exercises Is
as follows:
be served.
lows:

t

Program.
Part I.

King
Chorus "Ebb and Flow"
Entire Grade.
Greeting Frank Spits.
Fan Drill by Sixteen Girls.
Flag Drill by Nineteen Hoys.
"Way Down On the
.Pantomime
Swanee River"
(Curtain)
Scarf Drill by Seven Girls.
Part 11.
Girls' Chorus "Swing Song" . . . Lohr
Piano Duet "Sunflower Dance".,.
MacClymont
Misses Janet Gregoldt and Jeanette
Hlscock.
Recitation "Columbus"
Walter Shutt
Vocal Duet "When LiTe Is BrightPlnsutl
est"
Misses Viola Rlueher and Lola Neher.
Recitation Selected from "Birds"
Frances Holllday.
Gang
Piano Duet "Qulvlve"
Misses Margurlte Anson and Laura
Coen.
Laura
the
Solo "Down Where
Violin
Sousa
Dasles Grow"
Clyde Ross.
"Mr. Brown Gets His
Hair Cut"
Florence Guslafson.
Piano Solo "LaLlsinjera"
Chaminade
Jeanetle Hlscock.
r.
Presentation of Class Mrs. t.ll
Class Miss
Roll Call of the
Blanche Otis.
SuperCertificates
of
Presentation
intendent W. D. Sterling.
Watson
Chorsu "Anchored"
Entire Grade.
Director Miss Caroline A. Strong.
Anson,
Accompanists Marguerite
Elizabeth Shaffer, Laura Coen and
Helen Anderson.
Kec-itatio-

La-Ba-

UTAH

SMELTERS
CLOSED BY STRIKE

rt

The murder of G. W. McComber
may yet be avenged.
In the vicinity of Alamogordo yesterday Mounted Policeman Dudley
placed under arrest one Zemoblo Sandier, a cattle man of that district.
on a warrant sworn out In this county
charging him with the crime. The
details of the arrest have not been
received at the office of the Bernalillo county sheriff, but that It was made
without blood shed and that the sus
pected murderer Is safe In irons at
Alamogordo was made known here
by a telegram received
here last
night. Sanchez denies the crime.
Tlx Munler of McComber.
George W. McComber was a small
cattle raiser, who had a ranch on the
Manzano mountains near Escobosa.
a native village and saw mill camp
about thirty miles east of this city.
He lived alone.
One day he was
missed. Cattle In a corral near the
house showed evidences of not having
had water and food for several days.
The house was broken Into and evidences were found there that McCom"
ber had been absent several days. A
search of the premises and of the
woods for miles around was made,
but still no clew was found of the
missing man. T. S. Hubbell, then
county, spent
sheriff of Bernalillo
several days In the forests on the
Manzano mountains, conducting the
hunt. MeComber's horse was found
but It was several days after the
search had been given up that natives riiling through the forest came
upon the body lying beside a fallen
tree, badly decomposed.
It was
easily identified,- however, by the
clothing as being that of McComber.
The Indications all pointed to murder, but at thai time there was no
evidence to fasten the crime on any
certain person.
The Evidence Against Sanchez.
Sanchez was suspected. He had
had trouble with McComber over
some cattle that McComber had lost
and when found, bore a brand said
to have been put on them by Sanchez. The latter was seen In the
vicinity of the McComber ranch previous to the crime, but there was no
conclusive evidence that he had committed it. An arrest at that time
would have resulted in an expensive
and futile trial.
Governed by this
theory Sanchez was allowed to go unmolested but under close surveillance.
If the territorial mounted police
have acted upon the same guarded
theory as that followed by Sheriff
Hubbell, they are now In possession of
evidence, which will result In a speedy
and conclusive conviction of the murderer of McComber.
The arrest was made by Policeman
Dudley under the direction of captain Fred Fornoff, who was provided
with a warrant when here lust
Thursday.
The murder of McComber wa
committed early In June, 1904.

boy mingled with the audience selld
ing
California peanuts.
The version of Uncle Tom that was
presented was a liberal, revised version, which allowed of frequent and
Incongruous Interpolations.
Marks.
the lawyer, In this show, was a living
skeleton disguised as a tramp juggler;
the good Quaker was a pious fraud;
Topsy was 'g'rowed up' 'to the alti
tude of six feet, seven and moreover
It is to be strongly suspected was
not of the weaker sex.
The only
character who fulfilled the requirements of the
traditions
was Simon Lagree, the
slave driver. Legree filled the bill
to perfection from the coal black of
his flowing locks to the Jingling of
his bespurred heels.
His voice whs
like thunder and he handled the
blacksnake like an
mulewhacker.
Eliza crossed the Ice
safely no blood hounds were In evl
dence and the Rio Grande that
was the river presumably
was not
dangerously high.
A drop curtain
depicting the fickle Ice, however
came within an ace of guillotining
lengthy Marks, the lawyer, who was
in hot pursuit.
Little Eva twisted Uncle Tom
around her little finger, as usual, and
opened the floodgates of his emotion
by her clairvoyant remarks on the
future state where angels kept up a
draught by fluttering their shining
wings.
Little Eva also, as a side is
sue,
d
some around
near
where the footlights
should have
been, and delighted the audience.
In the matter of scenery and co3
tumes. the show was pleasing, if not
pretentious. What matter If the hats
didn't fit, or that wigs were
and gowns bedraggled?
The histri
onic spirit was there and the cast did
Its best to cause a laugh, regardless
of sacred associations of the piece
The best thing in the show was some
thing that did not belong there the
trombone player who executed some
fancy stunts on his uncouth Instru
ment.
Uncle Tom died beautifully for the
6.999th time, and the vision of the
sainted Eva comforted his last mo COURT DISCUSSING
ments, but George Shelby, Jr.. came
too late to rescue the faithful old
servant. Had Shelby come two mln
FORM OE DECREE
utes earlier all would have been well
and Tom could have been taken back
to old Kentucky to spend his last day
The district court this morning
ana last dollar in peace.
was engaged In discussing the form
of the decree in the case of the Gallup Electric Light company vs. GregALDERMAN HANLEY
ory 1'age, the Pacific Improvement
company and others. The exact form
d
has not yet been
TO DESCRIBE BATTLE of the decree
upon by the court, as some
changes were made in the form submitted by counsel.
The court, howAn interesting program has been ever, has announced that It found
arranged for the meeting of the that the Pacific Improvement comPresbyterian Brotherhood, which will pany was in effect a mere
or paper corporation, organized
be held in the parlors of the First
Presbyterian church this evening. through Gregory Page and J. A. GorAldereman P. Hanley, who was one don as business partners, J. H.
of the men behind the guns at the
Palmer Ketner and Gus
for the purpose of enabling
naval battle off Santiago, will give an
Page
to evade the provisions of .1
account of his experiences at that
time and will also talk of naval life contract made by him with E. C
generally.
Director Ellis, of the Allen at the time he sold the Gallup
American Lumber company band Electric Light company to Allen.
will render one of his always welThe company was afterwards concome trombone solos, and T. Y. May- - veyed by Allen to Gunsul, Darden
nard will sing one of his old time, and others, they becoming the ownsongs.
other fea- ers of the stock and having control of
tures will be furnished by the mem- the company. This contract bound
I'age not to engage In business, dibers of the brotherhood.
A cordial Invitation to be present Is rectly or indirectly. In any way In
extended to all men affiliated with competition with the Gallup Electric
Presbyterianism, either here or else- Light company.
The court finds
where, and a large attendance Is an- that the Pacific Improvement comticipated. The bi othei hood now has pany was organized fraudulently for
a membership of seventy-liv- e
and its the purpose of evading this provisentertainments are proving increas- ion of the contract that Page was In
ingly popular.
effect the Pacific Improvement company.
The scope of the injunction
will be determined by the court probably tomorrow and finally signed.
SIERRA COUNTY
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A DAY

RAISE.
Salt Lake, May H. Six hundred
employes of the United States Mine
4-- Smelter company plant of the copper and lead smelters at Bingham
Junction, about fifteen miles from
this city .walked out today because
the company refused a flat raise of
fifty cents per day.
The men are
now getting from $1.75 to 3 per day.
Six copper
have closed
smelters
down.

D.

Hi

R.

6.

STRIKE

FINALLY

ADJUSTED

Denver, May 14. An early settlement nf the differences between the
Denver and Rio Grande employes and
the road Is now expected. Concessions have been made by both sides,
these concessions being, it is sulci, on
good authority,
a better proposition
governing wages and hours by the
railroad officials and an agreement
by the employes to changes In the
final working agreement to be signed
by the two parties.
M. Weiss is a new employe of the
Charles Ilfelil company, says the Las
f gas optic. Mr. Weiss has been in
the employe of the Clark Coal com
pany of San Francisco for the past
eight months and arrived in this last
week. He will leave for Albuquerque
In about two weeks, where he will be
located with the llfeld company.
fcubcrllH' for
the news.

TIm

Clilen

MINE

DEVELOPMENT

Paul
of Engle, who is at
the Alvarado. said in regard to the
mining conditions in the Cabalio
mountain district: "Things are very
active In mining now.
"We are having trouble about shipping; we can't get cars; traffic Is congested. The Southwest Lead & Coal
company which I represent Is shipping two or three carloads of lead
concentrates every week.
The prospects In the Megra mountains are
lively also. Lots of money Is being
spent all through that country in development work."

NOTTCK.
on and after May 16th. our retail
fuel business will be conducted on a
cash basis. This means that payment
must accompany the order or be made
at time of delivery. No fuel will be
and get unloaded until it has been paid for.
W. 11. HAH.V & CO.

TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

The following quotanons were received by F. J. Graf & Co.. brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 8 7. Barnett building, Albuquerque, X. M.:
Xciv York Stocks.
$10. 3S
October cotton
Amalgamated Copper
94 H
126
American Sugar
129
American Smelters
37
American Car Foundry
90
Atchison
62
Anaconda
tx 4
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
60 '
Canadian Pacific
170'i
34'Colorado Kuel
Chicago Great Western com...
'
Erie om
24 '
t;0
Gt. Nur. Ore ctfs
Mexican Central
21'
7 4
Missouri Pacific
National
64
1
4
New York Central
76 2
Norfolk
Northern Pacific
133 A;
Pennsylvania
124
Reading com
109
Rock Island corn
21
Southern Pacific
M '4
St. Paul
133 '4
Railway
com
Southern
21'
Union Pacific
146
U. S. S. com
37 'i
U. S. S. pfd
100
Greene Cananea
15'j
Shannon
18
Calumet and Arizona
176
Copper Range
S2't
North Butte
91 i
Butte Coal
27
old Dominion
Santa Fe. Copper 3 3 ' .
Sales to noon 354,200 shares.
Total sales stocks 534,300 shares.
Money closed 2 fj 2,:j per cent.
Summary of Conditions.
New York. May 14. Great Northern. Rock Island and Ontario and
Western pleas, denying rebate charge.
lxiui.s ille and Nashville earnings
for the first week of May Increased
$55,445, Southern Railway same week
increased $67,942.
American stocks in London quiet,
rather below parity.
General London niiirket heavy and
Inactive.
Weather in wheat belt improving,
especially in Karita.
Some talk of Albany legislature
iing before the end of month.
Colorado Fuel ii.d Iron will have
-
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rr.parity of nearly Hvo million tons of
pig iron in next few years.
DENTAL EXAMINERS
Lighter demands fur stocks In loan
crowd. Iii'liratlng smiie covering of
shorts on Monday's rally.
MEET AT SANTA FE
Union Pacific bond underwriting
syndicate partition" n er-- a pplled for.
London talking early reduction in
Bank of England rate.
new territorial board of denlondon copper opening spots 102-T- i talThe
examiners held their first meeting
advanced "' .f'ltures !"l-l- u advanced yesterday
In the oltice of Dr. C. U.
5's; market stronger.
Lord, at Santa Fe, and are still In
for
session today. Seven applicant
Kansas city l ivestock.
Kansas City. May 14. Cattle re- licenses to practice the profession In
New
examination)
Mexico
Including
are
under
ceipts 150.
1400 southerns.
Market steady to 10c lower. Southern as follows:
C.
M. Stanflll,
of Alhunuerque,
steers $4.00t?5.40; southern cows
$3.00'ii 4.25;
stockers and feeders graduate of dental department of the
13.6015.25; bulls $3.00 'n 4.50: calves L nlversity of Tennessee.
$3.25 ti 5.50; western fed steers $4.25
R. F. Pettlt, of Albuquerque, grad
'!i 5.50; western fed cows $3.25 ft' 4.65. uate of Ohio College of Dental Surreceipts
Sheep
$000.
Market gery.
steady. Muttons $5.50 6.75: lambs
Charles A. Eller, of Albuquerque,
$7.oo t 8.60; range wethers $5.301f graduate of Indiana Dental college at
7.00; fed ewes $4.n fi 6.75.
Indianapolis.
J. J. Clark, of Artesla. graduate of
Chicago 1,
Orleans College of Dentistry.
Chicago, May 14. Cattle receipts New
R. Hough, of Portales, graduate
24.500. Market steady. Beeves $4.30f of L.Western
Dental college, of Kansas
6.70: cows fl.80ft 4.90; heifers $2.70 City, Mo.
f(5.40; calves $4.50 ',i 6.00; good to
J. O. Hall, of Pecos, graduate of
$5.40'(i 6.45; poor to
prime steers
College of Dental Surgery.
medium $4. SOW 5.35; stockers and Ohio
Joseph Wltsehger, of Albuquerque,
feeders $4.254.75.
graduate
of Philadelphia Dental col
Sheep
receipts in. 000.
Market
steady. Western $4.50 6.75 : year lege.
All but one of the members of the
lings 16. i sir 7.65; lambs $6.50 f? 8.70 ;
board were present at the Initial
western $6,5018.75.
meeting. They are Dr. C. N. Lord, of
Santa Fe; Dr. I K. Ervlen, of AlbuOmalin I.hcjock.
Omaha, May 14. Cattle
receipts. querque; Dr. F. E. Olney, of Lds
SCO.
Market slow and 10c lower. Vegas; Dr. F. N. Brown, of Roswell,
Western steers $3.'0 fi 5.30; Texas and Dr. M. J. Moran. of Demlng. Dr.
Wsteers $3.25 ' 4.25 ; cows and heifers Morau was unavoidably absent.
canners
12.75'fi 4.50;
$2.50 r 3.50 ;
Blockers and feeders $.100 ft 4.35: calSprains Quickly cnr;.l.
ves SS.OAfi 5.60; bulls $3.000' 4.65.
Bathe
the parts freely with Cham
receipts 6.flno.
Sheep
Market
Pain Balm and givj them
steady. Yearlings $5.75 ' 6.75 : weth- berlain's
and a quick are is cerewes
ers $5.401 6.00;
$4.75 fi 5.75 ; absolute rest,
tain. For sale by ali druggists.
lambs $7.50ii 8.50.

Make Your
Hot Porch
Cool

e

-

"Tb

Most ComforUbU Placa

in tho Hons."

he-loc- k.

Itcm1iuv Market.
Chicago, May 14. Closing quotations:
Wheat May 93 ; Jutv 95W?4.
Corn May 52Hfa 's : Julv 52 4.
July 44?Mi '4.
Oats May
Pork May $16.45: July 16.65.
May
$9.20;
Lard
Julv $9.32 4.
Ribs May $S.92'j: July $9.02

45;

$6.3'

Spelter
Louis, May

Market-- .
14. Spelter

ABO

Tun

rr-v-r
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.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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A Checking Account

NOTICE.

Puts System Into Your Business

cash basis. This means that payment
must accompany the order or be made
at time of delivery. No fuel will be
unloaded until It has been paid for.
W. H. HAHN & CO.

by check, your business n recorded
Each item shows for Itself. Thers Is a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank
book.
,
For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou hays poeltlya
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
...

WHEN

you pay all bills

lswr

The Bank of Commerce

ipulet,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

T

S0OC000000000S)i
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A. C.

.MM
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Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

West Gold

Waste Land

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

UAMfrl

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

10 per cent.

Under Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
00000000X3000
Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less

avf..

and the worries fewer.
YOU

FLY"

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

PTVlSriiG MltZ"
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW I1KICK BUILDING

(OwT000OC4tt00000SO

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

GROCERY

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers more, looks

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDINQ
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AA'D COAL AVE. ALIICQCERQCE,

XEW MKX.

OwC00OwXwOwOC0Ow

Kitchen

Do You Need

Supplies

piiii:
i.iI AHANTiti)
i.h'ikvs
AM
ANN'S.

SCREENS

eastern-mad- e

Corner

to prove it

A TEXEPIION'E IX YOUR IIOMfi

looooococooooos

Ex-prcf-

iw

NE1J

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Bpe-clul- tjr

3rdSt.&Gold Ave.

telephone
preserves
The
your health, prolongs jour life
and protects your home.

.

The Albuquerque

Hatters

S. MITCIIELIj invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

Ill LICK E and JOHN

The Hollenbech Hotel

C. F. Allen

V

Call and see our stock

ALBERT FA BER' S

On and after May 16th, our retail
fuel busines will be conducted on a

The interior of P. Vann & Sou's .
pharmacy is undergoing extensive re
arrangement.
Band concert tomorrow night at
Robinson park by the American
Lumber company band.
William Balrd, colored, was fined
$5 In police court this morning for
being drunk. He paid the fine.
The cattle sanitary board has been
Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Roof-Ins- ;,
notified that there will be six carloads
Sheep-di- p
Tanks. Galvanized
of horses shipped out of AlbuquerWater Tanks, Pip and Repair Work.
que tomorrow.
The body of Charles Bohlander
1- -2
aged 43 years, who died here yester
day, will be taken to the old home at
Peoria, 111., for burial.
There will be a special meeting of
the ladles of St. John's Guild at the
vestry room of the church Wednes
day afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock.
Fred Campbell, of 1101 South Sec
In large tracts. Title
ond street, notified the police this
morning that someone broke into his
kitchen last night and stole a new Address, Box 282, No. Ziklms. Wash. U. S. A
bicycle.
T. J. Houston company are showing
a fine assortment of pyrography wood
and pyographlc outfits in their neat
stationery store at .05 West Railroad
avenue.
The Elks will meet In adjourned
regulafe session tomorrow night, at s
o'clock. Besides initiation there will
be several Important matters before
the lodge. Lunch.
Dividends In the other fellow's
Special communication of Temple
pocket on the rent you are
lodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M., this evening, at S o'clock, for work in the E.
paying.
A.
By order of the W. M.
A small cash payment and
J. C. Ferger, secretary.
A marriage license was Issued this
$20.00 a month will buy a
morning by Probate Clerk A. E. Walhouse, with bath.
ker to Fred McNmt, aged 32 years,
and Miss Mamie Miller, aged 23 years,
both residents of Wlnslow, Arizona.
REALTY CO.,
Aong the ladies of the G. A. R. w ho
will attend the annual New Mexico
J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.
encampment at La Vegas tomorrow
are Mrs. H. B. Steward, Mrs. J. G.
Caldwell and Mrs. Edward Johnson.
The White Elephant building Is
undergoing repairs on the Second
street side.
The wall Is being plastered In places and a coating of cebeing
put on the foundations.
ment is
The Domingo Lumber company,
which formerly had offices in the N.
T. Armljo bulldii.ir, moved today to
new and handsome quarters at the
corner of Railroad avenue and Fifth
street.
Huts Cleaned and Blocked In
The street department is (leaning
out the aceqtii.i at Fourteenth and
any Stjle Panamas a
which has been
Railroad
stopped up for everal days. Besides
Clothing
steam
cleaning it out, a new covering will
Cleaned
Pressed.
and
placed
it.
be
over
to
Orders Attended
The section men of the Santa Fe
railway, making Albuquerque
their
Promptly.
headquarters, have been busy lately
new
) lacing
plankings about the
depot, In place of the old platform
which Is in bad condition.
This evening, at the Congregational
church, a reception will be given In
Phone S80.
honor of Rev. and Mrs. W. J. Marsh
and the retiring pastor. Rev. J. H. '4Atr'sVsWsVsVrliVsVsVsV'sWsVsk
iliahl, and his w:fe. An interesting
program has been arranged.
Tom Black, a well known business
man of Warren, Ind., accompanied
by his wife and two pretty daughters,
I X L
stopped over in Albuquerque this afMr.
B.
K.
to
Mrs.
visit
ternoon
and
- AND- Adams. They will Continue to California tomorrow.
Meat Market
of the Fits'.
The Epworth
Methodist church will give an auto901 South Edith
graph social in i ie church parlors
Tli; Is one of a serkthis evening.
Phone 40
of socials to be g.ven by the league
to bring its numbers
and their
friends in closer !:lowship Willi each
other.
The foundation of the new
being built for David WeinMr. Weinman's new
man are up.
home will be on Copper avenue, near
Eighth street, and will cost about
$s,000 when completed.
The plans
for the building were made by E. B.
in the
offices
Crlsty, architect,
ith
Armijo building.
Should always be kept
Friends of Edward White will be
stock. Don't run thort of
pleased to learn that he has decided
Some groceries w j
cessities.
that Albuquerque is good enough for
keep as well in your larder Oi
him arid that he has abandoned his
cupboard as in our store. Lay
contemplated trip : I'll City, Pa., the
in a good supply of the staple
put
his
White
has
place of his birth.
line things that are always
riding horse on pasture and has a
We carry a line 'jf
needed.
job with the Imperial Laundry comever-fres- h
goods that reach us
pany, of this city.
dally.
The highest quality
The last Issue of the New York H
the lowest market price conRecord, just received here, desistent with same.
votes a page and a half in boosting
Albuquerque, the Aharado and the
many attractive poiuts in the lininedi-at- e
Our Line of Meats
vicinity of tins city.
The stories
were written by W. J. Ncliis, travelFiesh and Salt is
ing representative of the magazine.
Alio was here three weeks ago.
Unsurpassed by any
Buy
I f K'S
l)
.OOI, (Oi ROOT !!FF
AT VvALiO.Vfc DIUG h i ORE.
ruiaMMStsMS

UE t ltl

11.

PORCH SHADES

It Moans Something to You.
Money Market.
The
Seventn Annual Sale In pianos,
New York, May 14. Money on call now being
conducted at our store,
per cent: prime mer- means something
steady, 2ln2
to you. It moans
cantile paper 5 H per cent; silver 65'i that we are quoting prices and
terms
you
to place a piano
that will enable
St. fxnil Wool Market.
In your home. Ask us about It today.
St. Louis, May 14
Wool steady;
unchanged.
St,

Vudor hndes will rT
you a cool, secluded reetfal
retreat on the hottest days,
practically adding another
room to your home nd
that room the most comfortable, serviceable room of

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
TRY US
BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
at

Rl

mi

1EROUE. N. N.

212

NORTH SECOND ST.
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MATT1CUCCI

Highland Livery

klioeniaLcr and
Ilrist flu
Saddle horses a specialty. Beat
of new
. Jut rctvived iJiipiiu-ii- t
drivers in the ilty. Proprietors of
Sadie," the picnic wagoik.
BAM BROOK UR03.
GREEN FRONT, 105 North First
112 John Irert
hone 5 .

StL

ALBUQUERQUE

AGE SIX.

Getting' a Big' Circes
Ready for tEne Road

one finds mmseir neginnmg m
allze that It Is like a real circus pa- ade and no mistake. The only de
ference Is that no crowds are loon- lug on.
The circus cook tent Is In service
ong before time for the show to
leave Its winter quarters. The heau
cook with his force of perhaps tenv
or more helpers knows Just ho
much to order and have In readiness
at meal time. There are between
800 and 900 mouths to feed eaon
meal and Ihe contract for feeding
the show Is one of great Importance.
The dining room, or rather, the dining tent. Is another place where sysHere a force of
tem Is everything.
wallers, from fifteen to thirty in
number, hurries back anil forth from
the cook tent, bearing large iras
And It may be truly saw
of food.
the
that the circus employee lives on and
The hotels in the cities
best.
to
nothing
towns visited bv him have
temiit him from the tllnlng tent of
his own show.
At night the "restaurant" and the
1 ne
re
restaurant car are busy.
turn-nuis a small canvas coverea
a
or
place, much like a chill stand
Here sand
tumale kitchen.
hot
wiches and light forms or food aie
..,1,1 in rlrcus men while tlie snoo
eacn
Is being loaded on the cars
in;
niiiht. After the trains take
road each section contains a restaurant car and the circus performers
may order a meal at any time whll
riding ulong toward "tomorrows
town.
Kvprv HeDartment of tne circus
must be In perfect working order before the word is given for departure,
the
The big canvas Is unloaded from soon
train for the last time and Is
an Immense tent, with colors tlyln
from every flag pole, the side snow
thi
are set up and, realising that men
u to he the last rehearsal, the
paraue
vim.
The
work with added
given and the bands play madly
is gone
performance
the
Then
through with. As soon as a piece
11
neeaea
longer
of "property" Is no
is seized and loaded on the train in
the exact snot it will occupy every
Within
day during the season.
few minutes after the 'grand con
Is once
big
tent
cert" has ended the
mnro in ihe rar nrovlded for It, theanimals, seats and wagons are load0.1
ior
unit the tra ns are ready
delivery to the railroad.
ny
tne
circa:
A final inspection
trainmaster and the three or per
haps four sections are on the move
in th.. rallnond vards a final exam!'
niiinn i tnado bv railway car m- Biiivtnrfl.
Then:
me renearniis
All ready:
over. It is no longer piu,
work. Another summer season nas
begun.
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CITIZEN.

A Bit By0W. Vaudeville
F. Shafer
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Cream of Tartar Powder
Made From Grapes
NO ALUIYJ

ALBUQUERQUE,
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Solicits

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD3
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK UcKSB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATN0LD8

sical strength, he overtaxed It In the
f battling with the forces of po- tlc"' corruption.
A little clot of
blood on the brain and his useful- ' .
.
ness as a militant western editor was
quite the most accomplished tramp over. For a time he lay helpless in
hospital, fighting his mental Incathat ever swapped the saddle for apacity.
without means, with
acquired
He
Shank's mare.
the his right Then,
arm crippled, he sought
walking habit In the 'SOs, when he refuge among his .Mexican friends,
abandoned a newspaper desk, In Ohio Thereafter strength of will wrought
innrmity of flesh and con
and took a pleasant 'roundabout against
quered.
stroll from Cincinnati to Los AngeEven in the little things he
les a matter of 3.300 miles; and It
from the first to orevail. He
clung to him through his subsequent learned to mount a horse without as
ststance.
He would not smoke un
explorations
In the land of poco
Ml ne natl tauht himself to roll a
tiemiK) and elsewhere
cigarette with the fingers of his left
it is gooa to seme aow n in
When the little community
Angeles, in a house built with one's could spare no able bodied man to
Its
fetch
flour from the distant town
nu-Tt
hotter to
hnnfa
it was Lummis who drove the mu'.e
have earned It. And Mr. Lummis has team
u.Hh the nes w
d around
been earning many things Including his body. And when a bolt broke
an enviable literary, reputation since far from human aid and the sacks
he left home1 and Harvard to teach strewed the ground, this paralyzed
man managed somehow, with his
New England that
the wonderful teeth and his one good arm,
to get
Is
older than Plymouth. them back Into the wagon again, to
southwest
wagon
repair
Itself, and to drive
the
Rock.
The zeal of the late Frank Gush triumphantly home.
His lawless enemies tried to do
ing led him to cast his lot for a time
In Zunl; und it killed him.
But it what paralysis could not accomplish.
some one
Is not easy to kill Charles F. Luni- - "Every now and then
mis. He, himself, for five years lived would take a shot at Lummis," said
o
reminiscent-Mexicwith the Indians of another New 1 former New Mexican,
pueblo Isleta; and that wa ly, the other day. Few men have
carried so much lead In them and
the least of his hardships, a
to be etllcient. Yet It was not
There are some things liv his
ll
gular and successful career that you Cong before Lummis was again
the ruins of a lost race and
not find in the current
Mexico,
lose,
scaling
of
graphics.
To be paralyzed, to
the mountains
every dollar you possess, finally, to 'scientists 'have covered
the same
be waylaid at your ow n door by as-- 1 ground; but to Lummis was given
sassins and riddled with buckshot: the vision and the literary touch
these are sore afflictions that few that make the redoubtable Apaches
men could live to overcome. Thi;y live again, and which enabled us to
fell upon Lummis suddenly, and in see In a sort of a mirage the people
swift succession. Vain o his phy- - projected by his Imagination.
,1
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISOJr, TOPEKA AXD SANTA FE BY.

of Mr. Lummis

(From Life.)

SAVINGS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier: W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. BaM ridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackrwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
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Ulysses- of the wandering foot
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ALLOWED

With Amp

"Vot are you looking, Osgar, an Inventory?"
"Shet up. Adolf. I am tooklng Idems for d?r Dally Dingbat."
"Oh. you are a reportorlal!
Vot do you vant?"
"Some news.
Do you know von?"
"Vess. Max Zwelhelkuchen's cow wass tossed by a locomotif."
"Dank you. I vlll head dot 'Be--f Higher.' "
"l'nd ad Gus Bergeldicker's colt storetch 40 barrels of abbles wass
frozen."
"Much oblicht. I vHI head dot 'Chilled To Der Core.'"
"l'nd Otto Witzpoodlo bet $s on a dark horse In der Hanticap und
losd Id."
"Dot I vlll head 'Gone On a Bfu.net. "
"Do you haf much drouhle collection dose news?"
"No, der drouhle Iss getting Id Insertloned In der paber."
"For how. mlt an Instance?"
"Veil, der odder day der shoe factory wass on fire und I wrote
when der billows of black schmjke rolled ould of der lasd depard-men- d
eferybotty knew Id wass der finish.' tut dey turned id down
I dlt nod add dot 'der fire catno on der heels of anodder
und destroyed der sole oaidput.' "
! subbose (ley cut your copy a goot deal."
"Oh, nod ad all. Dey feed Id Into a corn shredder so Id Iss goot
Instead of oxcelsior to pack giassvare."
"You shoult interfere me vonce. I like to see my name In der
paber."
"You mean Intervene you. Veil, I hear you haf made a assignmend
for der benefld of your credidors?"
"Id iss a falsene.
Der credidors vlll ged no benefld."
"Iss Id true your fader conies home drunk?"
"No. Ven he Iss drunk he don'd come home."
"Vot abouid diss rumor you haf left your vlfe?"
"Veil, she vantet him."
(THL'D!!!)
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Autnoiiied Capital
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Depository lor Atchison, Topeki

609,M.ft
$250,000.t

Fe RiHwijr Compear

An Essential Thing;
And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of iis
officers.
Recognizing this responsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves- in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage..
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Keepers, of Private Prisons.

0000000000000

(From
London.
With the death of lierr Muller re
cently at Vienna a priva'e prUou,
which In the course of the last tlitr-t- v
years has received many occu
pants, has closed Its doors. Possess
ing the reputation of being .k thor
ough martinet.
Hexr AluJLer was
much sought after Uy parents of recalcitrant sons, whiD, needing pun
ishment or discipline, wer cuatide-to his keeping.
For faults of which the U- - woulJ
have taken cognizuue not 1 few de
linquents received their Ue In tne
house of Herr Mailer, r referring to
undergo this- - unofficial Imprisonment
the authorities.
ts being haled,
Scandal was thus avoided at a mod
erate cost, while at the same time
the fault that had beeu committed
received Us- - lstt corrective.
A somewhat similar establishment
since Kept at Birmwas some
ingham by" a man who. had a great
among
reputation
the poorer classes
as a d sc ulinar an. Aliiiy a Doy re
Incorrigible was confidputed to
ed to W care, with the happiest result, for there were tnt few instances
in w hlch a neck or two enforced so
iourn under his rot did not wo.k
the d.xslred change.
For a while after his removal from
Fonthlll to Bath William Beckford.
the author of "Va'rinek," may be said
to have been an amateur jailer, as
he nald a man a large wage to un
dorgo a voluntary Imprisonment or
so;ne months duration, during wni"ii
time he was neither to wash his holy

t From Judge !
distinctly forbidden anion
to
haul
rhv railroads everywhere
dejd bodies on freight trains. It was
ilso as distinctly forbidden In the
Northern to disffices of the Cre-aturb James J. Hill after he had gone
day.
An attempt t
the
for
home
violate the former rule resulted in
a flagrant violation of the latter.
Application was made by an untown
dertaker in a North Dakota agent
for permission from the local
f the Great Northern to ship a la'c
lamented to St. l'aul on un afternoon
freight, the deceased having carelessly
alled till after the passing,-- !
train had gone before cashing in.
"1 can't do it." sal. I the aijcnt. "If
against the rules."
"Ask the division superintendent,"
urged the undertaker.
"1 will, but it won't do any good,"
us the reply.
The agent "as right; but the divi
sion superintendent asked the official
next above him, and so 011 till the
as appealed tu
olhce of Mr. Hill
..1
court of la.-- l resort.
their im linatioiis
Much against
the oltice assistants referred the mut
ter to the magnate, who was ut that
tune (11 p 111. ut his home between
tiie Twin Cities. Mr. Hill looked over
tin- - mesnuge und grimly uttUed thereto the following indorsement uv.--;
his signature:
"Hold corpse till you get a full
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Making a "Resin-Back.- "
Every morning the grooms take
small cloth bags, of resin and thoroughly "dust" the lde and hacks f
the riding horses. With this highly
adhesive substance rubbed Into the
coat of a horse It Is almost Impossible
for a rider to slip from his or her
I oyltioi!.
riding white
ror rr'-con hand.
are generally chosen because
circus, which has Its winter horses
A hi
resin cannot be detected on acquartern out there. Is Rettiiid ready the
count of the color.
for the road and the daily rehearsals
It Is not very generally known
nre keeping the show attaches busy.
TV) the performer
and circus hand It that horses are very fond of raw
means hard work and plenty of It. eggs, except among circns men. For
To the animals It means constant several weeks before the opening of
ncrnhhing. washing and systematic a season the horses that are to
Preparing a big circus for carry the gaily caparisoned knight?
drilling.
a season's tour Is no small under- and ladles In the big street parade
taking. One realizes this more fully are fed from six to fifteen eggs each
when he has the leisure to observe meal. This is done to give a glosy
the concerted movements of every coat, and is a much more satisfactory
man. woman, child a'id beast on the treatment than constant currying
farm where the circus "winte- nml rubbing. Sometimes the animals
r.-'."
eat the eggs and refuse the oats and
The preliminary work begins with corn, so fond nre they of the odd
all,
of
spring.
First
diet.
the tirst hint of
begin to
when the Johnny jump-u- p
work animals of the show b?
peep out from the dead twigs on the ginThe
to
their annual spring
southern slopes. the animals that cleaningreceive
at about the same time the
largely
to
themselves
been
left
have
are being made ready
In their big barn during the cold otherthebeasts
road. Every horse used .11
months become the objects of more for
heavy loads, while loading
careful attention. Their daily ration drawing
unloading, or In the parade. Is
is Increased and occasionally they or
given
so his win
special
are led out. one at n time, and made, ter coat will beattention,
shed by the time the
e
stunts beto perform their
At first this is show departs for the season.
fore their trainers.
While all these preparations have
done only now and then to keep them
In practice.
But. beginning a few been going on the circus blacksmith
weks before the close of the winter has been busy. Everywhere are re
vacation, they are made to "work pairs to be made.
A broken rod
out" twice each day. Then comes the here, a loose tire there, must be look
general cleanup.
ed to. The horseshoer is also busy
TUtg Soap For Roaring I. Ions.
from morning to night. Down on
IJons. tigers, hyenas, leopards and the railroad tracks, where stand the
private cars, carpenters are
show's
baths,
wolves are given occasional
dog: soap being used on them. Then, hammering and sawing, changing the
to the crack of the keepers' whip, Interior of couches and rearranging
they are trotted about the big heated animal cars.
A force
arenas until they are thoroughly dried
of perhaps twenty-fiv- e
off. And It does not look exactly like painters are kept busy for a week
a Sunday school picnic when one of before the season opens. Each car
these savage brutes Is being given a belonging to the circus is newly
dog soap bath.
painted and lettered.
The parade
Snarling and roaring the beast Is wagons, from the band wagon to the
lariated and pulled close to the bars Ben Hur chariot and Mother Goose
hlle two or more men conveyance, receive a new coat, and
of his oage.
hold his head against the Iron sides the steam calliope looks like It did nOOOOOOOOOOOOOC)OOOOC)OOOC)00
another man steps Inside with a buck- when It rrst entered the business
et of hot water, a bar of dog soap
counting the horses with
and a brush. For five or ten minutes theWithout
Mg show, there are perhaps 200
tiger
or
or
whatever
lion
he
that
to feed.
These Include
happens to be makes the air hideous animals
from a tiny monkey to
with his noise, but he Is scrubbed everything
the ponderous elephant that is now
much like the youngster in the old earnng
his salt by pushing a big C)CXXXXXXXXlCXXXXXXX)C)OCXXXXXJ
time soap advertisement that bore loaj of hay
about the circus lot. The
the legend. "You Dirty Boy," beneath elephant always
Near Garnet, in Anderson county,
helps load and un1L Then, half frightened, he Is drivthe show. When the circus is Kansas, lives a remarkable family.
en from the cage and made to scam- load
getting
ready for the road he Is
Frank Lickteig, a prosperous Gerper before the whips, around and
man farmer Is Its head. Surrounding
lelier in the heavy work.
around the big barn, until he Is no handy
In the big drying rooms at the his home, all living within a radius
longer wet. Not until then Is he alcircus barn the parade vehicles a.id of a few miles, are eleven children,
lowed to enter his cage.
sIxty-Bi- x
grandchildren
and three
Dangerous as the work may seem the circus seats are. being dried af great
Including five
grandchildren.
It is said that very few attendants ter their new coat of paint has been
and two
have been Injured while preparing applied. There are about 350 va
this family numbers seventy-nin- e
the animals for a season on the road. hides in all, some of them useful,
members.
and some both
There Is safety In numbers when some ornamental
Frank Lickteig was born on the
handling wild beasts, as In other dan- Many a gaudily painted wagon with
a huge mirror on Its sides Is used Rhine, in Germany, in 1S30. He
gerous undertaking.
to America In 1855, made his
It is usually three or four men fur nothing more interesting than as came
way to Louisville and later to Chi
against one tiger or lion. Struggle as a receptacle for canvas or tent stakes cago,
ne maae ana savea
he may, his ropes hold him In place Iron bars on the windows don't al money where
for four years. Returning to
and when he is turned loose be is ways indicate that there is a feroci his
native land, he married Katrlna
thoroughly cowed. tine man can ous beast within. As are the aniKnaub, the sweetheart of his boydrive him anywhere by cracking a mals, the wagons are kept in a large hood,
and they came to Kansas to
whip in his direction.
barn with the temperature at a cer
a home.
The monkeys do not always enjoy tain degree during winter and they make
Six boys and six girls were born to
their baths, but a flea clings to a come out sleek and shining in the
The oldest girl died In 1878.
simian with a tenacity and true love spring. The heat Is kept up by them.
seldom heard of outside of romantic means of large stoves placed in dif There has not been a death In the
Everyone
of the
family since.
fiction. For this reason "old Mister ferent portions or the building
seventy-nin- e
members of the family
ilonk" Is compelled to undergo a
IV011I0 of the Show.
The
English.particularly thorough scrubbing.
But what of the people of the show speaks both German and
Camels are tractable In the obediperformers, the animal train OOOOOOOOOOOOOCJOOCXXXXXXJOOO
ence to stable rules. The ship of the ers,the the
show "Bplelers," th
desert Is a cleanly animal. He re- laborers? side
are now ready to bequires little care and does not object gin several They
months' hard work and
to a bath.
eager
are
apparently
to be about it
"Uncle Pachydrem." the big ele- Kansas City Is
the wintering head
phant, likes water. Inside or out. an quarters
many circus per UOCC)OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
elephant seems always possessed of formers. ofAna great
old showman said the
a thirst. And the story of how he Is
(From West port, Ind., Courier.)
day
other
that enough show people
prepared for the road is an interest- stay
When I arrived at Estancla I found
here during the cold months and
ing one.
the free homesteads had
Standing near the large heater In gel their mail through Harry Gray's that all of up.
So I went up the valtaken
the center of the animals' winter "Capitol saloon on West Fifth stree been
ley
station, which is sixnext
to
the
to fully equip two large road shows
, .. . . I
teen miles, to the little town of Mori-artr.
n.l.i an auiriiudiiis ii,iue
I'tikxuiij'
milling on one week s notice.
say
I will
that it Is a wideDuring the first week of "assem
with ladders, buckets, sponges, pumlittle place and among the
ice stone and neat foot oil. The bly" the performers arrive at the awake
I
stores Is one of great magnitude.
elephant who has "been there be- winter quarters, where a commodi am
told that the building cost
fore" knows what is in store for him ous hotel is provided ut the expense
Is 240 feet long with a baseIt
and he is pleased. During the win- of the management. New acts ar ment underneath, with two stories
ter his thick skin has grown rough decided upon, und indoor rehearsal full of goods and a busier set of
and dusty and he knows the bath will are In order.
The large tanbark
you never saw. The governput an end to that condition of af- arena In the big burn adjoining the clerks
at this place is all taken
ment
fairs.
ring stock barn Is frequented by th up or land
the Iwst. So - went
A hose Is turned on him: brushes. bareback riders and there the horses on to at least
the next station, a little town
their stiff fibers sounding like a street are taught to Cakewalk to the new just being
started by the name of
sweeper as they move along his sides ars which will be played by the clr Stanley. Here
I filed on a free homeand back, are wielded with no gentle cus bands during the coming season stead of 180 acres
about six miles
hand. Then, when the worst is ofT, The bands are kept busy practicing from the railroad station.
It is a
the pumice stone is brought Into use. while the horses are learning th dandy and about five or six miles
Ills back is scrubbed with the stone difference between the old tunes and from the foot hills or mountains
as a floor is scrubbed with Sanollo.
new.
where there Is plenty 01 free timber
This operation often lasts hours. theThe general
re. for fire wood und cellar posts for the
company
full
It
Is
When
finished the elephant Is hearsal is carried through daily ex cutting. My claim Is forty-on- e
miles
as smooth as a piece of sculpture. actly
the teras the show will be given each from Santa Fe, the capital ofAlbuquergoing over,
Another
however, is day during
Thirty
from
ritory.
miles
the season. A signal is que,
awaiting him. this time with oil. He given, the grand
a town of 11.000 people and ten
entry is made, th
is anointed from head to foot and bands play
from the San Pedro copper
from that time until miles
the polishing process is continued un- the end of and
mines. The L'nked States land office
not
grand
concert
the
til he glistens when he is led into the one
Fe, so I went
feature is omitted. Outside the is locatedfileuton Santa
sunlight, the Beau Bruminell of the
my claim. I can see
big tent the side show orators are there to
how.
from Moriarty snow covered mounThe ring stock also receive special barking away merrily, the organ-lik- e
uu in Colorado, they tell me
tains
the
is
walls
heard
behind
of
attention at this time of the year. music
they are 150 miles away. We are
be
can
tops,"
where
small
"black
appear
In
'These are the animals that
feet above sea level. The air Is
pure as it comes off of the snow and
the ring during the performances. seen banners announcing that the
.Aside from the trick animals, there most marvelous curiosities on this or pine timber. This is a country of
are many horses used as mounts by any other planet can be seen for a hrluht sunshine, uure air. pure water,
men and women performers. The dime, ten cents. Even the big pa- and I believe in a few years will be
"resin-backare the horses, that rade is rehearsed thoroughly. The
irreat country. There is but little
gallop around while the riders stand bands are there, the animals in line ieeded land here as it has not been
up, turn somersaults
Glittering
and perform and as the "grand and
settled long enough, but what there
Resplendent
various other teats. This is how they Pageant,
In Oriental is sells from IIS to S16 per acMtv
k :"
get the name
Beauty," 'sweeps
around the track Some homesteads that were entered a
few months ago are silling for lo
to $1,000 to relinquish.
(Kansas City Star.)
Tloilson. a email station south of
Kanmn City. Is the scene of great
An entire rlrcus
activity just now.
performance Is Riven there each 1ay
nnl no ailmiion is charged. Plil
the small hoy hut know tt. the truancy officer mlKht have extra work
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

I

00004K34KO00000U
nor cut his nails or hair. Another
coiiilliioii was that his only sustenance should consist of bread uuil
water, barely sufficient to support
his existence.
An amusing case was heard some
while back in the Bavarian lawcourts, when a man accused his wlfo
of having Incarcerated him In a cel
lar of his house. The woman plead
ed guilty to the charge, but advanced In extenuation the fact that th
good looks of her husband had had
such a magnetic effect upon the wo
men of the neighborhood that unless she had taken strong measures
her husband would have become the
common possession of all her femals
acquaintances and neighbors.
Hut of all keepers of private Jails,
perhaps the most singular Is a rich
h
landowner of Foggia, In Italy,
built one solely for his own use.
Sentenced In 198 for the murder of
his servant to ten years' imprisonment, he managed to escape from
custody.
Ills whereabouts remained unknot n
until lately, when the police raided
his house and effected the capture
of the long lost criminal, who w
discovered locked up In a cell which
he had himself constructed and In
which by his orders one of his ser
vants held him confined on the uual
prison diet of bread and watr. Al
ready has he thus servod eiuht years
of ills sentence, but It is more than
doubtful whether this self inflicted
punishment will be taken Into con
sideration by the authorities.

a

Tbi

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

n

No woman's happiness cm be complete
without children; it
ii tier nature to love
and want them
as much so as it is
to love the beautiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pas,
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
vet v thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coining event
that it is safely passed without any danger. I his great and wonderful
remedy is always ap- and
flied externally,
thousands
of women through the
trying crisi without suffering.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
J

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
REALLY RELIABLE SHINGLES
cannot be esaelled for roeflng no natter what
louse top covering is proposed. Wt said "really
reliable shingles" advisedly because
that kind Isn't to be had every day
everywhere. A glanc at one bunch
in this yard will show you waere to
get the rainproof kind. See- us for
hinglea
new-fangl- ed

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third and Mrquett

00000
L. B, PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED 1171.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stasia Groceries In
In the Southwest.

FARM AND
RAILROAD AYENTE.

THE

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass. Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

hok

cmitaiiiin information of
A.I envcUiut uiotuer.
Bradfleld Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.

S.'ii'l far fr,
prlcelu4 v:iiu l

?

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Q

TlEsDW,

MAY

EEMNG

'ALbUQUEKQUE
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summer
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Topics

pleasure.

Tom llesser, ye genial host of the
Hotel Navajo, Is mourning the loss;
of several pairs of high grade "sox."
says the Wlnslow Mall. His pet drg;
got into the family laundry a few
nights ago and devoured them. What
a stomach that purp must have.

Large assortment
Rockers, Dressers,

of

make YOUR POCKET
HOOK LAUGH.

Co

Cir. Cial and Second

camps. The arrival of ,2r,0 Chlnee
and 200 Russians at Guaymas, all
uijJer contract to work on the nev
line, was recently announced.
The
contract with the Chinamen and Rus
sians calls for the payment of but
per day.
11.25 Mexican currency
which is equivalent to 624 cent"
United States currency. The railroad
pays the ocean passage of the men,
which amounts to $90 Mexican currency per man, and allows them
of
Supervisor
Pnydor,
L.
Bonus
J.
wages from the day they boarded th?
the Santa Fe, has returned to San steamer.
The Russians and Chinese
Bernardino from a two weeks' trip are giving good satisfaction as lalocking after his duties, having gone borers, and the contract has been
'
a far eant as Albuquerque.
made for the importation of 15,000
They will
more of these laborers.
Conductor Brennan and wife left' be about
evenly divided between
Las Vegas last week for Memphis, Russians and Chinese.
Tenn., to attend the annual conven-- j
There Is a wide difference In the
tion of the Order of Railway Conduc- - wage scale which is applied to the
turn, and will be gone about two Russians
and Chinese and that whlzh
weeks.
is paid the Mexican and Yaqul InThe
this road.
laborers
dian
The Santa Fe has prepared plans Mexicans and upon
Yaqol Indians receive
and specifications for the subway to from
to 12.50 per day. A largj
be Installed at the east end of the La number12 of
Japanese were employed
Junta yards, and they will probably upon the road
for a time, but most
be submitted for consideration at the of them have deserted
positions
next meeting of the city council, says and gone to other partstheir
of the counthe La Junta Tribune.
The estimat- try.
ed cost Is $7,000.
Construction will soon be started on
division of the
Santa Fe Conduc;or II. D. Bald- the
The heaviest work will be on
win, who underwent a severe opera- road. division,
as the rugged Sierra
this
tion at the Santa Fe hospital In Los Madre
range must be crossed.
It Is
Angeles, is reportc.l to be Improving
estimated
it will cost $2,500,000
and he will be abl to return to hl3 to build that
twenty miles of track
home In this city soon, it Is expect- through
The total
the mountains.
ed, says the San Bernardino Sun.
the entire line from Guay-ma- s
For a time his condition was very cost of
Guadalajara,
to
point
near
serious, but It is now believed he is where it the to connect
Is
with the Mexon the road to recovery, which will
railroad,
is estimated at
Central
ican
be good news to his friends.
$35,000,000 gold.
The government
inspectors report that 350 miles of
xew extensions
completed
are
the
road
from Uuay
1)1' t1ie santa fe.
The Santa Fe railway's line !n mas southeast along the coast.
the western part of Kansas, from TKIIIANTF.PIX'
RAILROAD
Kiowa to Belvldere, has Just been
ALREADY OVF.I IT A X K I ).
completed and train service installed.
City,
Mexico
Mexico,
May 14. It is
A mixed train leaves Kiowa at 1 p.
by officials of the National Te- m., medicine Lodge, 3 p. m., and ar- state
railroad that the freight
rives at Belvldere at 4:40 p. m., in huantepec
which has already come to
time to connect with the Englewood trafllcroute
unsolicited since the formal
train for Wichita, arriving there at that
of the road, only a few9:45 p. m. Going south, the train opening ago.
months
Is so heavy that the fa
arleaves Belvldere at 7:30 a. m.,
for handling the business will
riving at Medicine Lodge at 9 and cillties
soon be overtaxed. Contracts have
gets to Kiowa at 10:30 a. m.
been made already for moving durThis new line runs up the Medi- ing
the current year 600,000 tons of
cine river and will develop the Medi- freight
across the isthmus, and 1,000,-00- 0
cine valley greatly.
tons of freight are in sight for
The town of Englewood. which is
on this line, will be greatly benefited 190, according to the statements of
a officials of this road. It is stated that
4
by the new road. On May
public auction of town lots at Engle- no effort will be made to advertise
wood will be held, special trains will the advantages of this new route,
to the fact that it is going to
be run, a barbecue will be held, a owing
be all that the road can do to hancarnival and live stock exhibition dle
tle trafllc that comes to it unsowill be given.
The Santa Fe railway has also licited.
It is known that the Mexican govJust completed its new line from ernment,
which owns the road, has
Canon. Tex., to Plalnvlew Tex. The under consideration
the proposition
new road is a part of the Pecos Valdouble-track
to
the line.
The only
n
ley system ami Is
miles In
element
of
doubt
enters into
that
seclength. It traverses the richest
matter is whether the road will
tion of the Panhandle country, which the
lose much of Its traffic when the Pan.
the Santa Fe is rapidly developing.
ama
canal is completed. It is the
Mail service will be established on
opinion of men who have made a
the new Texas road May 27.
thorough study of the situation that
the Tehuantepec line has nothing to
IS HARRIMAN AFTF.K
from the Panama canal. The
THE K. I & S. W? fear
route by way of Tehuantepec will be
A contest is reported to be In pro,
so
much
shorter than by way of Pangress between E. H. Harriman an ama
railroad Interests freightthat the possibletwodifference In
the Phelps-Dodg- e
rates of the
routes will
in Arizona and Mexico for control ot not serve
the former lino
the El Paso & Southwestern road. of much ofto itsdeprive
trafllc,
it
is
claimed.
This road is 800 miles in letigth, runThe building of the original road
ning from El Paso to Benson, Ari- across
the isthmus of Tehuantepec
zona. It serves the mining Interests cost
the Mexican government many
of southwestern Arizona. It also has
of dollars.
millions
The second
a branch line running to Morenci track, however,
can tie built at a commining camp, where is located the
paratively
cost,
as
small
much of the
Detroit Copper company. It further
roadbed can be used.
The
controls the. El Paso & Northwestern, existing
port
and terminal facilities at
which runs from El Paso to the
are
and
Sallna Cruz
said to
Dawson coal tli lds, a distance of 4 7 be
amply large to accommodate the
miles.
While the El Paso & Soul h western trafllc that two translsthmian tracks
The road is operated
was built primarily to develop the would handle.
Ijoudon,
Son. of
Phelps-Dodg- e
mining interests, It ha by S. Pearson
England,
a contract of partunder
developed into a great money earner
governnership
with
Mexican
the
comand has become a formidable
The corporate working cappetitor of the Southern Pacific for ment.
El ital of this partnership was $17,000,-iini- i,
Mexican business and between
Pa-sand Unison. Harriman is now by to be furnished in equal shares
the two partners.
of this
threatening to parallel it, but would
amount S. Pearson - Son and the
much prefer to purchase it.
It is a much beUer route between Mexican government has each paid in
The balance, until the
El Paso ami Benson than the South I1.ihhi.h0ii.
ern Pacific, being free from the ex- sum of $17,000,000 shall have liee.i
paid
is
to
in.
be paid In Installments
ceedingly heavy grades of the latter
This capital
peo as may be required.
It is thought the Phelps-Dodg- e
ple may prefer to sell out, if they can not be used for the Improvement
can get a favorable, long-tim- e
traffic of the railway, but Is merely for runThe
agreement for their various mines ning and operating expenses.
now
so
They could do
at a good present indications are that very litprice, which would be better than tle more of this $17,000,000 will need
having their property ruined by un to be used for the purposes named,
as the road is already meeting
due competition.
"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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Department!
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Teple-Guadalaja- ra

23-2-

fifty-seve-

1

o
They were purchased from
Otero and commanded a good
price. Cattle generally are high a!
the present time.
Vail and Gate yesterday made a
Fhlpment of three cars of
steers to their California ranch.
The shipment was made from the
Empire ranch.
Walter O'Brien also made a shipment of several carloads of beef
cattle to Albuquerque.
three-year-ol-

i

Ktc, at PRICES that

W.Y.Futrelle Furniture

(tre futtencd on the pastures In CaliBeef cattle are also being
fornia.
sold steadily.
Today a big shipment of cattle was
inspected by Inspector George P.
Scholefleld. The cattle are being
shipped to California to the Patterson Ranch company by J. M. I'hrl-nia-

Territorial

The kind of PORCH
GOODS we received in
our recent CAR LOAD
of FURNITURK make

CITIZEN.

d

PAOK ftKVKN

Jill!

s ai.t

i.aki: f.irniNt;
mm mi

i;i:iv run

it

gines, tank and freight cars, many
of which already are on the way to
l.o Angeles. I inter Its organization
tne company Is managed by an
committee representing equally K. II. Harriman and Senator W.
A. Clark and his
The
committee includes J. Koss Clark and
V. II. liancrof:,
being
the latter
president of the Oregon Short Line,
and V. II. Hood, who Is chief engineer of the Southern Pacific.
While President Clark was in Lo
Angelas recently he approved lh"
requisition for the new equipment,
and later the details were turned over
to the executive committee as stated.
The committee came to Los Angeles
with Vice President J. lioss Clark a
few days ago, and after hearing from
lieneral Manager K. E. Wells, decided that I lie cars and engines lequest-e- d
were necessary.
Today it was said at Salt Lake
headquarters that twenty new freight
ei.gines- will be delivered to the company In August, and twenty-thre- e
nmre will come as soon i llu-- can
be turned out of the factory.
This
will make a total of fifty-fiv- e
such
ngmcs that will have been received
since January 1.
l:i addition a larv, number of tank
car, freight and Mi l cars have been
ordered, and the Las Vegas & Totio-pa- h
railroad, a Clark feeder, also
engines,
three
additional
three baggage, three freight and li.e
tank cars.
-

I.AIHIIS I MI'MlVI II
ON sol Tlll ltX
City, Mexico, May 14
T
ve ports of the government
railroad
Inspector show that rapid progress
Is being made in consti-U- '
liit-of t!ie
Souti, no P.u iiic's lin,. down the l a

I'Atlllt.
ri-

me coast of this country.

you purchased your summer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and read carefully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
Tou will need a summer suit here's ycur chance.
A complete line of garments that for style,
nobby
ratterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by

Htve

Cm Put

Kohn Brothers
Oiloafrn

fMOX MADE CLOTHING.
An opportunity to get such exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garment!.
$12.00

92.VOO.

right."

for unnatural

diwhargM.ldflammfttione,
Miss Cory, the New York artist,.
Irritation! or ulceration
who has toeen In the Moqui country
of
murom mmbrn.
In-;
for the past two years, painting
rwoinf, idq DDI inni
I- TMEsO(MllCS.
dlan life, left for San Francisco last
font or
Saturday.
Before leaving Miss Cory:
V. C s. A.
or snl la slain wranntr.
purchased a house and lot from Mrs.
jV
r ipra, repaid, (or
Renter, at Wlnslow, as an investment.
rhotilsja.7a.
Sio.
Cm
She evidently has faith in the coming
vircniar ttui OB rmuen.
greatness of Winslow.
Careless farmers are still burning
oft the range. Men were out all day
auu lunula IHOw
ia iuirrrM-ifttxut the wondrrful
last Sunday fighting fire, says the
kMARVELWhiplingSpray
startNew Mexico Sun. A blaze was
1 It new
ErrlMffts,
ed In a field near the Crawford sheep
M Oflt POIITPD- camp and burned the grass for a
Mil. It ClV"
.LiutUiiUy.
length of eight miles. A prosecution
or two would make these people use Aia Toor rt ranlfrt for It,
b cannot uiriT th
a little more care about starting a IfMARVEL,
avcert no
tire In this windy season.
nfhr. hnt aprtfi itimn for
HltMlrt4Mt book aeftiei.. It
full ntartifnliira avnil flirwtlniiS in
We had a broncho busting exhibi- vilnr.l tit larilM. M If V L I .
tion. Bill Hunter rode Scotty's pony,
and the way that broncho did the
high flying made Scotty homesick.
Although Bill had only one hand free
he twisted a warp in the saddle horn
going through a crack In the fence,
leaving a vacant place where the
pannel stood. Cloudcroft Silver Lining.

to

furnishings.
We've a complete line of
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just
You'll find them

here

right"

"Just

priced

"Jurt

right."

j

MAN Furnishing
DELL

M.

m

Fine Clothing &

Every Woman
i

I

THE WOLFE STVrIO IS NOW
OPEX TOll IIVSIXESS. AT NO. 113
SOVTll SECOND STREET.

K

EXCURSION

the long, lank,
ooking
editor, left Wednesday
morning with his shotgun to put out
a crop on his chin In Cimeeron
county, Oklahoma, says the Nara
The long, lank,
Vista New Mexican.
hungry-!o"kin- g
dog was sick and not
During Mr.
trip.
to
make
the
able
McNeill's absence the office force and
assistant editor Shears will endeavor
to print and: mall the New Mexican.
Don't get excited If a member of the
force should greet you with, "Anything new or startling today, anybody coming or going away?" they
only want to get out a bright newsy
sheet during the editor's absence.
O. G. Young, of Kansas City, owner
of the Black Mountain Cattle company, was In Carlsbad Thursday, nays
the New Mexico Sun. He says If It
were possible he would have shipped
5,000 cattle during the past month
from Carlsbad, but was prevented
from so doing on account of the almost utter impossibility of getting
the cattle to the stock pens here.
Like all other stockmen he Is confident the railway company will
bankrupt every stockman in this part
of New Mexico bv lack of shipping
He has held 5,000 heal
facilities.
for thirty days waiting for cars and
lost 300 head in consequence. The
cars were ordered last December.
V. E. McNeill,

-T-

hungry-l-

George Rose, a western stockman,
writing for the Denver Field and
Farm, says: "I had a very bad case
of loco poisoning in a
steer. In the fall of 1904 when 1
brought him in off the range he was
so bad that he could not get up without help. There was nothing on his
bones but the hide, so I went after
I took two
him with my remedy.
tablespoonfuls of copperas and pulled out his tongue as far as possible
and put in the copperas and then I
guve four spoonfuls
of turpentine
The second day I repeated the dose
and third day, after that I gave another. After that I could not catch
him without a horse and rope. This
was about .the first of October. After
I
I gave the first dose
turned lib!
steer ill an alfalfa Held."
ld

O-

Colorado
And Principal Eastern Points
On Sale Daily

PIMA CATTLE

ijei

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
Mexico City ami return $40.25, April
2Ath to May 18th. Limit July 81.
Norfolk. Va., and return, 15 day limit,
$58.75; sixty day, $72.90; aeason
DEVOES READY PAINT
limit, Dec. 15th, $87.45.
One Gallon Covers BOO Square Feet.
Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
and return, $18.95. Tickets on aale
June 1st to Sept. SO, 1907. Return
limit Oct. SI. 1907.
408 Watt Railroad Avnaa
Columbus, Ohio, and return, $(7.60.
Tickets on sale May 12 to 16, and
and 20th. Return limit June
5th.
Dickson, Tenn., and return, $62.75.
Tickets on sale May 12, 13 and 14.
Final limit, June 2d.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
JAP-A-LA-

lth

No

C.

breaking in
needed

LUNCQ

CURE

WITH

Dr. .inn' s

Nov Biscovory
Price
BOotSLOO

ONSUMPTI0M

FORfJ 0UGHSa.nl
OLDS

Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Our fc sJi
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.
MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL
PILLS
Thf
oftroomt Weak new. irrfy
)rlfy Mid ou.tslotta),iiicraui
'
palug of BBfitirti.v '
bfttitab
Uun." Tby at "1,1m
to girl
womanhood,!
4iiig
B

fend

avr"

it

via
Announcement

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL
Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.
rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
are all going. Why not you?
Low

T.

joM

VI Mr tMs
by mull. oid hv dmnrUU.
KOTT CHEKICAL Jo(ta-4.- a
FOB fl.tbV BT
ANN A BOM.
pcmM a pirrtanr--

Standard Plumbing & Heating

E. PURDY, Agent

A. T. & S. F. RY.

Go

It bends

A. E. WALKER,

the foot'
fThewtnflexible

sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfortable from
the start.
The burning and aching
caused by still soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
comfort.
A stylish

that's

absolutely
comfortable

CARRIAGE

Secretary Mutual Building flnrniHai
tlon. Office at 217 West Itallr
avenue.

W. E.

V

MAUGER

WOOL

with Raube and Uauger
Office, 115 North First St.
ALBCQCERQUK, N. M.

ron

'

A QH AO!

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bay
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders fo
this line with us.
NORTH TH 3D BT.

THIRD STREET

DAYS

Meat Market

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices

Nc Sj, RtJ

Oou
Vaunt Coll BUckir,

".

U-o-

Do you intend buying ,. .ehlcle to enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle

we. have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.
Top Duggies, llunabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Dor.': stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

Albuquerque Carriage

.

ESTATE-LOANS-

Automatic Phon 411.
Room 10, N. T. Armtjo BulldSnff

shoe

THESE ARE

RESERVE

Tucson, Ariz, May 14. That Pima
('unity cattle are gradually enming
to the front is indicated by the fart
that not only do the ranges in this
section supply Tucsmi with beef, but
Albuquerque and El Paso as wei!.
These are the two largest towns outside of Tucson in the southwest.
The cattle market locally Is decidedly active at the present time.
Shipments are being made regular''
to California of range steers which

COUCH
KILL theTHK

AND

Thos. F. Keleber

BUYING

l llb.M THIS COIN.
TV AS WEI.I. AS
TO 11 t .SON.

Piles get quick and certain relief
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment.
Please note it Is made alone for Piles,
and Its action is positive and certain.
Itching, painful, protruding or blind
piles disappear like magic by Its use.
glass Jars 60c.
Large nickel-cappe- d
Sold by all dealers.

known rmeiT for wotrwi
tlirrti. t'annot tin hitrm-!- !(

f sti:i:i:s m: si iii.ii:d to
i:l PASO AMI Al.ltlOl Kit- Ol'E

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mule Bought and

June 1st to Sept, 30th

IN

GREAT

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Co.

Oxfords,

7.

$3-- 5

High Shoes,
$4.00
Zet us fit you,

WFJI.

Corner First and TIJeras Road.

121

Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL HX1ENWORT?
Masonic Building, North Third
All Kinds of

Msa"

A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

CHAPLIN
Railroad Avonuo

Cromwell Block,
Telephona No. lit.

14

Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

traffic.

Los Angeles, Cal.. May 14. T.ie
San IVdro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake
raiiroad has authorized new equip
nient to the value of more than II,- 200, uuu.
Tile list includes new en

lOKl lt.V

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

J. H. O'Rielly, secretary and gen-- )
eral manager of the Occidental Life '
Insurance company of Albuquerque?,
EUREKA!
N". M., has been a guest of the Har- Yos, I Have Found It nt Last.
vey house for the past several days
Found what? Why that Chamberon business connected with his com- - lain's Salve cures
eczema and all
Mr. manner of Itching of the skin.
pany, says the Wlnslow Mail.
I
O'Rielly reports business booming.
have been afflicted for many years
with skin disease. I had to get up
sold three or four times every night and
V. N". Kight, of Farmlngton,
as
the
the
wash with cold water to allay the
fruit farm known
June Roberts place on Tuesday to W. terrible itching, but since using this
W. Glerhard, who came here a short salve In December, 1905, the Itching
time ago from Canon City, and pur-- : has stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootville,
chased land adjoining from Mr.
Westbronk. The price paid Kight Pa. For sal by all druggists.
was $1.6(10. The land Is in fruit and
It has a good frame residence on it.
MEN AND WOMEN.

Coatz-acoalc-

o

Just a Word

The labor scarcely has been overcome to a
large extent by the Importation
f
foreigners to work in the grading
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its Location

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
.
AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LIN'E OF
THE PANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 8 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. I) GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST.
1NG 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IS THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
N. M

KS0C4SCS0OwOS44OSOSi
xajO0wOwOwOwOoawOCwO

TO BELEN, N. I'.l

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite
iisi"""'"":"..

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

Im-

.

.

J

.OHN BECKER,

Pres.

WM. M. BERGER,

C44oa4
K040404

;

ALL FAST LIMITKD EXPRESS,
MAIL
AND
FREIGHT THAIXS OP THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

8

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y

K40C4OaO4KO4O4i
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ALBUQUERQUE

AGB KIOHT

Harvey sysfm. Mr. Brown arrived
here last night, accompanied by Mrs.

PERSONAL

Hrown.

PA R A(iK A 1 II S
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11
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BOOKING

FOR

the-atrli--

JUST SHOES
THAT'S ALL

If.

MOT.

iwim

find Hart
You'll and
Marx clothes

not only right in looks,
but right in making and
in style. These clothes
keep shape; tailored right

."

1

!

MARKET

MA V

Looks Right

itL

Ivnver, t'uln.. May 14. ("Sein'raily
fair tmilKht. with roliler smtheat
The Elks'
will not be da.k
Veiliicilay. faliwith
portion;
many nights theater
during the coming
tfinpcrnture.
season.
Manager O. A. Mat-su- n
has already loneluded arrang".
AlCltl V Al..
THAI
tiifiits that will assure the people of
Albuquerque plentiful amusement of
a high character.
N'o. 1 at S:::o p. m.
Some of the atr, n.
No. Tat
traction already bonked are:
ni.
Nn. ! at lj:4r. a. in.
September 12, "Zeke."
No. 4 at l;l:Tfi a. in.
September 20, ' Lost in New York."
Nn.
at 7 3 p. 111.
September 2fJ, primrose Minstrel.
September 2'.i. "l;, .nuking Girl."
Mr. anil Mr. J. V. NVal visited in
Novemeber
11,
Johnnie
"Little
from
tliH territorial oiiiital yesterday.
Jones,"
"
13,
November
"Arizona
Dr. I.. K. Krulii. tln dentist, is in
everyNovember 30, "Peek s Pad H.iv."
Satna Kt on otlirlal liu"iiwysi.
2.
December
"Mayor
of Toklo."
else.
In Santa F
Mr. N. T. Armiji
Decemeber 30. "Buster Brown."
tile guest of her it'r, Mrs. J. IS.
1,
January
"Bed Feather."
I .amy
This is
January lit, "Two Merry Tramp"-"Dr. I.. H. Chamberlain was among
January 13, "At Vassal."
is
in
loral ilentisn who spent
January 14, Murinv & Maek.
Santa Ke.
January 21, "For Mother's Sake."
child is here.
in
for
Mrs, VuuRhn, of this city, left for
January 25, "Lurch company (one
Mf'lilcuso tills niorniiiK on train No. 2, w eek. t
low
February 6. Paul Glltnore.
to visit relatives.
February 13, Florence Gear.
will
J
Mrs. H. Cox. the wife of a promiFebruary 18. "Cow Puncher."
nent eattleinan of Magdalena, is visFebruary
24,
"Holy
City."
iting in Alliui(ueriiie.
)
a
March 2, Creston Clark.
) $1.00
. sj..-MKVS OltKss MIOKS
Klroy Lueero ami Vicente Montoya.
April 14. "Ma's New Husband."
mi-:vWOIIK MIOKS
1.85 to 3.50
of Albuiiueniui", are in Las Vegas on
April
18. Barrv'. Minstrels.
1.00
1.7.1 to
MKVS OXIXHtns
a. visit to their parents.
. 1.50 to
WOMKVS S1IOKS
5.00
K. A. Clemens, a well known catWOMEN'S OXKOHUs
1.50 to 3.50
tleman of Magdalena, spent yesterday WOMAN SQUARIER
. 1.10 to
WOMEN'S Sl.llM'KHS
3.00
In the city, visiting friends and business
2.75
men.
1.00
to
cmi.rmEvs shoes
CH1M)KEX S LOW SHOES
1.00 to 2.10
C. M. Douglass, of Kstancli. has
ARRESTED BY GUARD
been appointed forest guard on the
Manzano reserve. ills headquarters
will be at Tujliiue.
g
Copyright 1907 by
Mrs. Cecilia Moya. of Santa
Fe H
Thomas Morrill, bookkeeper In the
Q B
Hart Schuffher (jf Marx
McCanna leal estate ofllce. left for county, wouldn't stop violating the 0 ZZZIZZSZSZZZm
T. Y. MA YNARO
GEO. W. HICK OX
his home in New York, where he will regulations governing the supervision
of finest reserves and so Forest Guard S
HERMAN ZWEIGART
visit relatives.
8 1
Our stock Is much too large, we wish to reduce It and to this
C. Heiglie of the Jemez national
The cashier of the First National Fred
end will extend to our patrons the privilege of making their own
reserve,
arforset
under
her
placed
bank at Lms Cruces, Fay Sperry, his rest on Saturday.
PROPRIETOR
selections for the next forty dnys at greatly reduced prices. Alt
8
I'nited States Com 8
returned to his home in that city missioner J. P. Victory
goods, as usual, will be found marked In plain figures, from which
wohelii
the
a
trip
to Chicago.
after business
we shall deduct a special
man under $300 bonds, which she Is KArno&Coal
Phona 185 8
Dr. L. H. Chamberlln, of this city, still endeavoring to raise.
a
ft im.
FOR
president
of the territorial board Jf
15 PER CENT
SPOT CASH
Mrs. Moya
has been a fruitful
atofIn
examiner:;,
dental
source
is
reserve
Santa Fe
of trouble for the
ClOCOOCOOOOOOOOOC
Nothing reserved which sells above $2.60. We mention this as
tending the session of that board.
ficials for some time as she persisted
there are a few articles handled by us which we ore forbidden to
In
fencing
of
a
Improving
tract
and
M.
A.
Kdwards,
who attended the ma
cut prices on.
This will be a Golden Opportunity which we trust
near Galllnas. all of which
session of the bureau of Immigration is
many will embrace.
Come in and inspect our stock.
within the forest reserve and not
In this city last week, spent a fe'v
open
entry
to
at present. llepeated
days In Santa Fe on his way home to warnings to
-desist have been disre
Farmington.
garded by Mrs. Moya. who met them
M
1
X 1 f I
I 1 I
NEW MEXICO'S LEAOINQ JEWELERS
Nicholas (ialles, a prominent citi- all with defiance. Interspersed with
zen of the southern part of the terri- profanity and abuse.
It
expected
is
The Arch Front
South Second St.
tory, has returned to his home in Las that other arrests will soon follow as
Cruces, after a visit to Washington Supervisor McMillan is determined to
115-11- 7
on business.
break up the practice. Mrs. Moya is
of the prisoners In
It. F. Heller, the merchant of Cabe- - the wife of onepenitentiary.
Between Railroad and Ccppir Ave.,
zon. arrived In the city last night to the territorial
Il
attend the funeral of his mother-I- n
law, Mrs. Avellna O. Gonzales, which
will be held tomorrow morning.
Joseph W. Bible.
of Hanover
Grant county, president of the bureau
CASE TAKEN UP
immigration,
was
of
in Albuwho
querque last week, is now In Colorado
Groceri-- , Meats, Poultry, Best Springs, where he is said to be in
terested in mining
The taking of testimony of the New Ms?
Lucca Olive Oil
Or. C. M. Stannll,. recently
of Mexico witnesses In the case of Frank
Centervllle. Tenn., but at present L. Mtnton, plaintiff, against Thomas
making his home in Albuquerque, J. Curran, et al., defendants, the suit 4
was in Santa Fe yesterday taking ex of which Is pending In the Kings
amination before the New Mexic") county court of New York, was held
in the law office of Klock & Adams
board of dental examiners.
The Champion Grocery Go.
Mrs. C. L. Kurtz and Miss Kurtz, this morning, .before Justice of the
George K. Craig.
The hearfamily of the well known Columbus, Peace
MATTEUCCI BROS.
hlo, politician, fire in the city, being ing started at 10 o'clock and at 3
622-62- 1
W. Tijeras Ave.
Pbon tL
registered nt the Alvarado. They ar- o'clock all of the testimony was not
rived here this morning from Cali- in.
The action Is over certain mining
fornia, and are en route home.
interests in New Mexico and other
Capt. E. C. Abbott, member of the? western
states. It Is officially known
8 late New Mexico legislature, accom- as the New
mining case. One
panied by his wife and Mrs. Sharon, feature of Yorkhearing
GO.
was the atthe
all of Santa Fe, who have been vistwo
New
Y'ork attorneys,
of
iting here, left the city this morning tendance
one
for
defendant,
the
the
other for
and returned to the capital.
the plaintiff.
Attorney C. W. G. Ward, of the
W.R.R.Avb.
32
law firm of Long & Ward, of Las VeBlack tennis Oxfords, with rubber
gas, has returned to the
Meado-Citsoles for men. women and children,
after a visit of a few days with 30, 60. 65 and 73 cents, at C. May's
his wife, who Is here visiting with Shoe .Store, 314 West Railroad ave
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Tur- nue.
o
ner.
New Mackerel Fresh consignment just received.
This week, bargains in millinery,
Eugene Murray, who lias had
OS
Lutz,
Miss
South Second street.
Savin
charge of the plumbing and heating
SOurC
Mammoth Bloaters, each, 40c.
departments of the Whitney Co.. for
TOO LATB TO CXiASSIFT.
Line of
a number of years, .has resigned his
Ice Pads
Family Size, each, 25c.
position with that company, taking
WANTED Blacksmith for a coal
today.
Murray
says
Mr
effect
he
Medium Size, each, 15c.
camp. Apply at W. H. Hahn & Co.'s
White
to leave here about June 1st
Refrigcoal yard.
for Los Angeles, where lie intends to
Small Size, each, 10c.
o
be permanently located.
All Imported, Extra Fancy Stock, Nothing
ltev. Hugh A. Cooper, pastor of the
erators
Ice
Presbyterian church, left last evenFiner on the Market.
ing to attend the Presbyterian general assembly to be held at Columbus,
Cream
Ohio.
Kev. Cooper will attend the
is the
Wednesday, May 15th,
at 1:30
assembly as alternate to the regular o'clock sharp, at the new Raynolds
Freezers
most
delegate, ltev. John It. Gass, who, on building. East Railroad
avenue, l
account of his mother's Illness, is un- will sell the entire furnishings of
complete
able to make the Journey. In the ab- Mrs. Josie Hubbell Shirk's home, at
sence of ltev. Cooper, ltev. J. H. public auction.
Goods consist in
in the city
Heald and ltev. John Mordy will oc- part of
range, refrigerator,
cupy the Presbyterian pulpit.
dining table and chairs, sideboard.
3C
Percy Wilson, the high llcens; dishes, glassware, bookcase, writing
Water
mayor of Silver City, arrived in Al desks, chiffonier, Iron, brass and oak
Water
buquerque today from Santa Fe beds, chairs, rockers, rattan chairs
where he has been on business and and settee, birdseye maple dressers
Coolers
Filters
will leave this evening for his Grant and washstands, parlor furniture In
county stronghold.
Mayor Wilson fact, $1,000 worth of good furniture
to our Increased Business we have
says that Silver City is plugging Also Jersey cow, Just fresh; price no
a
anyone
who wants
steadily ahead and expects to main consideration to
found it necessary to move into
One Chickering Grand
tain her record as one of the best good cow.
towns In the territory. Mining is at .Square piano. Rosewood case, original
in the future we will be locathlghwater mark in Grant county and cost $600. Excellent condition. Buy
Hose,
in
go
your
own
It
It
auc
will
price,
at
at
ed
the developments of the next few
st
v
years will surprise the entire south tion. Inspect Tuesday before sale.
Reels,
Mowers,
H. S. KNIGHT. Auctioneer.
w est.
Our
II. E. Pellow, manager' of the Al
This week, bargains in millinery
varado, accompanied by Mrs. Pellow Miss Lutz.
fcioulh Second street.
will leave tomorrow night for Chi
cago, their old home, to spend several
1UIFAI.O IMNCIl AT VANVS
Where we will be glad to serve the public
days.
From there they will go to NlAV FOUNTAIN.
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, the
THE
in the
ot
ot
VANVS NKW FOUNTAIN FOIl
exposition
Jamestown
and return
Thay i:i:ai. cold dkinks.
through the southern states.
1
Intend to be away from Albuquerque
rut: mo sali:
five or six weeks. During his absence
Is now going on at the Cash Buy
the Alvarado will be managed by Su-- .
perlntendent John Sleln, of the west- - ers' Union. Be sure and get some of
RAILROAD AVE.
ern division. Mr. Stein will De as- - these big bargains:
W9.tR.llro.dAv.mi..
$2 93
sisted by J. C. Brown, auditor of the Amlgo $3.50 shoes
$2.50
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glus. Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
Barton Bros.' $3.50 Shoes
Big lot of $2 Shoes, large size.. $1.35
your trade and guarantee A SQUAItk DEAL.
Girls' $1.33 and $1.50 Shoes,
NCItSF.
$1.00
sizes 9 to 2
Mrs. A. II. Meyer, Vl Soutli Third
readies' Oxfords, all reduced.
$3.00
Ladles' Waists, 25c to
$6.50
Indies' Skirts, 50c to
Imported Ohinaware, half price.
m
15c
I'kg. Coffee. 1 lb
3 cans No. 2 Tomatoes
25c
And hundreds of other bargains
Come and look.
o
WANTED Good men, with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company
Liberal contracts and good terri
tory In New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewltt & Prewitt, Mana
Stout, tall, short or thin our STEIN
gers, Commercial Club building.
BLOCH made Suits and Overcoats
WANTED Position as Job compos!
tor in good office. First class man
will fit you, for these tailors have
Don't drink and can give best of
refer. .rices. Man of family. Would
made a study of odd Figures for
t
ptt-- i
work under contract
..
wGray. Morgan City
fifty years, and have cut patterns
l. w.
salary
I..
when writing.
ite
will
fit
stylishly,
them
just as
that
l
for The Evening Cltl.vn
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MEAT

SEASON

NEXT
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TIKSDAV.
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EVENING CITIZEN.

.

We price them right.

T

Shoes absorb our attention everv day
morning to evening to the exclusion of
thing
an age of specialization. We are
Specialists.
Everything that
needed
Shoe
man, woman and
footwear
as good
Our word that prices are as
quality
permit.

t

to

m,

mtMi

m

ru

v
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Native and

S20.00

If it

-

Spring Lamb

I
I

Of course you can buy
suits for less money and
right here if you wish
but we want to impress
on your mind that a few
extra dollars spent on a
H. S. & M. is the very
best investment you can
make.

lust received, tnme Boy.V and
Youths' nice suits at very attractive prices.

Call

and see them

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

.

The HICKOX MAYNARD CO.

I

1

IE &

onAim

sim

NORTH FIRST STREET

Large Measure
Heavy Weight

Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Gat den Hose, Garden Tools
WATER
COOLERS

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Hafvesters and Mowets
None Better- -

THE WAGNER

:

HARDWARE

Tinners

Plumbers

IMPORTED MACKEREL

Alaska Refrigerators

Just what you
want.
Just what you
need.
The Season's Newest
and Latest.

six-ho- le

Owing

Just Arrived

EVERITT

3f Is the place for fash
ionable and timely
footwear.

t

Palace

High Grade Shoes

502 West Railroad Ave,

5

Ijp

Our Specialty

past

as

Reliance Electric & Cons'. CoMt

The IDEAL SHOE STORE

sol

Icon Keittog.

21$ West

Minigel

ItallroaJ

ufuwuiriusj

Ave.

Afh

u

q

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer,flCost
- - - Less for Repairs - -

O

FULLY WARRANTED

i)

j7 iruu u ujlzs

m

Ideal Shoe
Store

Quarters and
at

A new supply of Garden
both
cotton
Lawn
and rubber. Hose
prices the lowest
Grass Catchers.

Diamond

Larger

UffQ

v

Wholesale Distributors

If You Have an Odd Figure,

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and!

ii'-.-

they should in the proper places. A
try-ois all you have to do about it.

MIIJJN1CRV

n

New Line

$15.00 to $30.00 Per Suit

MISS

122 South Second

Just Received

C P. CRANE

5 1 2 North Second Street
Sptculty

Harvesting Machinery

O

Not Made by the Trust

of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

E. L! WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

-i

o

TICKETS

n

R.R

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANSED

Anoolallon

Of ft 00
TrsnsMetlont

Caarenl0o

R0SENFIE1

0'S.

118 W.

A,

fl. Am

I IT. South rirut tr0t
etremt
.401,tie,40S, North rirtt

113,

Albuquerque, Neu Mexico
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